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PREFACE
Finland has supported the development of Kosovo from 1999. This evaluation report
looks at the entire development aid portfolio until 2007. The purpose of this undertaking
is to analyze the aid delivery modalities, accomplishments, impacts and strategic choices
done during the nearly eight years of cooperation. Moreover, at the time of launching
this evaluation in mid-2008, the new Kosovo aid strategy of Finland for 2007–2011
was being finalised. Thus, it was feasible to take the opportunity and appraise the new
strategy against the current situation of Kosovo and also in light of the earlier aid
programme, its results, impacts and lessons learned. The evaluation was commissioned
to HAUS Finnish Institute of Public Management Ltd.
The evaluation shows that in the early days after the war in 1999, the choices of aid
instruments and cooperating partners was quite innovative, including civil society. In
terms of sectors or themes, the cross-cutting themes, which also currently feature
importantly in the development policy of Finland, were well represented in the aid
portfolio of Kosovo, namely human rights education, gender, and people with
disabilities. At the time, Finland took strategic choices in concentrating the aid to subsectors in which rather few other donors had interest. Such sub-sectors were nursing
training and inclusive education. The evaluation concludes that even a small donor
can have an impact with carefully targeted development interventions and flexible
instruments which are also well coordinated between the individual interventions.
In the early years humanitarian aid was provided. The education, health and water
sector support in the beginning were institution building of the provisional
administrative structures of Kosovo. Simultaneously to the sector specific development
interventions, in which cooperation agreements were signed between Finland and the
United Nations Interim Administrative Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK), Finland also
supported the civil society organizations with direct contract agreements or contracts
which were mediated through Finnish civil society organizations, such as the
FinnChurchAid and the Finnish Refugee Council. The human rights education projects
were implemented in cooperation with the United Nations Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR).
In the new strategy on aid to Kosovo in 2008–2011, Finland shall direct a major
proportion of funding through international joint mechanisms, including the Multidonor Trust Fund of the World Bank, the effectiveness and results of which are measured
against indicators relevant to health, education and social security. The major focal
areas typical to the aid from 1999 to 2007, still are discernible.
Helsinki, 31 December 2008
Aira Päivöke
Director
Evaluation and Internal Auditing,
Development Cooperation
Kosovo Country Programme
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Kosovon Maaohjelman Evaluaatio
Maaria Seppänen ja Antti Karttunen sekä Vehbi Beqiri
Ulkoasiainministeriön evaluointiraportti 2008:7
ISBN 978-951-724-716-0 (painettu); ISBN 978-951-724-717-7 (pdf );
ISSN 1235-7618
Raportti on luettavissa kokonaisuudessaan http://formin.finland.fi

TIIVISTELMÄ
Kosovon maaohjelman arvioinnin tavoitteena oli tehdä ehdotuksia jatkoyhteistyölle
sekä analysoida Suomen Kosovo-ohjelman lähestymistavan ja toimeenpanon saavutuksia
ja heikkouksia. Arviointimenetelminä olivat arkisto- ja muun dokumenttiaineiston
analysointi, haastattelut sekä kahden viikon kenttämatka Kosovoon.
Arviointi toteaa maaohjelman keskittyneen Suomen kehityspolitiikan läpileikkaaviin
teemoihin, erityisesti ihmisoikeuksiin ja haavoittuviin ryhmiin. Maaohjelmassa havaittiin voimakas sisäinen johdonmukaisuus ja synergiaetuja hankkeiden välillä. Se on
myös ollut erittäin relevantti toimeenpanoympäristönsä tilanteeseen nähden ja vaikutuksellinen omalla kapealla alallaan. Johtuen muodostumisprosessistaan vuoden 1999
sodan jälkeisessä tilanteessa Kosovon maaohjelma on myös omannut harvinaisen voimakkaan kosketuspinnan Suomen ja Kosovon kansalaisyhteiskuntien suuntaan, erityisesti kansalaisjärjestöjen, yksittäisten henkilöiden ja korkeakoulujen kohdalla. Välittömästi sotaa seuranneina aikoina Kosovon avussa käytettiin tehokkaasti hyväksi
tilanteeseen soveltuvia ja joustavia tuki-instrumentteja. Koska Kosovo on määräaikainen kehitysyhteistyökumppani eikä näin ollen yhteistyön perustana ole hallitustenvälistä puitesopimusta, ei Kosovon avussa voida soveltaa täysimääräisesti kaikkia parhaita kehitysyhteistyön käytäntöjä kuten Pariisin julistuksen periaatteita. Ensisijaisesti
maaohjelma on keskittynyt kapasiteetin vahvistamiseen ja instituutioiden kehittämiseen eikä se ole ollut varsinainen rauhanrakennusohjelma lukuun ottamatta joitakin
kansalaisjärjestöjen hankkeita. Arviointi suosittelee, että tulevaisuudessa Suomi ottaa
avussaan selkeästi huomioon Kosovon pyrkimyksen kohti EU-integraatiota. Tämä näkökulma on jäänyt hyvin vähälle huomiolle tulevan yhteistyön strategiassa. Arviointi
suosittelee Suomelle myös aktiivista roolia avunantajien koordinaatiossa. Suomen tulisi jatkaa erityis- ja inklusiivisen opetuksen tukemista myös henkilöavun kautta. Näiden lisäksi arviointi esittää yksityiskohtaisempia suosituksia.
Avainsanat: Kosovo, maaohjelman arviointi, avunantajien koordinaatio, omistajuus,
tulevaisuuden kehitysyhteistyöstrategia
Kosovo Country Programme
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Utvärdering av Landsprogrammet för Kosovo
Maaria Seppänen och Antti Karttunen samt Vehbi Beqiri
Utrikesministeriets utvärderingsrapport 2008:7
ISBN 978-951-724-716-0 (print); ISBN 978-951-724-717-7 (pdf );
ISSN 1235-7618
Rapporten finns i sin helhet på addressen http://formin.finland.fi

ABSTRAKT
Syftet med utvärderingen av landsprogrammet för Kosovo var att utarbeta förslag för
fortsatt samarbete samt analysera framgångarna och de svaga punkterna i premisserna
för och tillvägagångssättet i Finlands Kosovoprogram. Utvärderingen genomfördes
genom analys av arkivmaterial och annan dokumentation, intervjuer samt två veckors
fältstudier i Kosovo.
I utvärderingen fastställs att landsprogrammet har riktat in sig på genomgående teman
i Finlands utvecklingspolitik, i synnerhet de mänskliga rättigheterna och utsatta grupper.
Programmet konstaterades dra nytta av en stark intern koherens och av synergifördelar
mellan projekten. Det har också varit både synnerligen relevant för den kontext i vilken
det genomfördes och effektivt inom sin smala sektor. Genom sin uppkomstprocess
efter kriget år 1999 har Kosovoprogrammet också haft en exceptionellt bred kontaktyta
med civilsamhällena i både Finland och Kosovo, speciellt hos medborgarorganisationer,
privatpersoner och högskolor. Omedelbart efter kriget utnyttjade man i stödet till Kosovo
effektivt anpassade och flexibla biståndsinstrument. Eftersom biståndet till Kosovo är
tidsbundet och inte baserar sig på ett bilateralt ramavtal är det inte möjligt att till fullo
tillämpa de bästa förfarandena för utvecklingssamarbete, som till exempel principerna
i Parisdeklarationen. Landsprogrammet har primärt fokuserat på kapacitets- och
institutionsstärkande verksamhet, och det har inte varit ett egentligt fredsbyggande
program, med undantag av vissa medborgarorganisationers projekt. I utvärderingen
rekommenderas att Finland i framtiden klart bör beakta Kosovos strävan efter integration
i Europeiska unionen. Detta perspektiv har tilldelats mycket liten uppmärksamhet i
strategin för det framtida samarbetet. Finland bör också axla en aktiv roll i samordningen
av biståndsgivarna samt fortsätta sitt stöd till specialundervisning och inkluderande
undervisning i form av bistånd på personnivå. Dessutom framförs mer detaljerade
rekommendationer.
Nyckelord: Kosovo, värdering av landsprogrammet, samordning av biståndsgivare,
ägande, framtidens utvecklingssamarbete strategi
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Evaluation of Kosovo Country Programme
Maaria Seppänen and Antti Karttunen with contributions from Vehbi Beqiri
Evaluation report of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland 2008:7
ISBN 978-951-724-716-0 (printed); ISBN 978-951-724-717-7 (pdf );
ISSN 1235-7618
The full report can be accessed at http://formin.finland.fi

ABSTRACT
The objective of the Kosovo country programme evaluation was to provide recommendations for future cooperation, and to analyse the achievements and weaknesses in the
approach and implementation of Finnish projects in Kosovo. The evaluation method
consisted of studying archive and other printed material, interviews and a two-week
period of fieldwork in Kosovo.
The country programme was found to concentrate on the cross-cutting issues of Finnish
development policy, especially human rights and vulnerable groups, and to have high
internal coherence and synergies. In addition, the programme was considered to be
highly relevant within the country context and very effective in its narrow specialisation.
Thanks to its formation process after the war in 1999, the programme is strongly
embedded in the respective societies, and involves civil society organisations and
universities as well as individual people. Well-adapted and flexible instruments were
used in the post-war period. As cooperation with Kosovo is fixed-term cooperation
pursuant to Finnish development policy, all the best practices in development
cooperation, such as the Paris Declaration, cannot be put fully into practice due to the
lack of an intergovernmental agreement. The programme has acted in the first instance
as a capacity and institution building programme, not as a peacebuilding programme.
It is recommended that in future, Finland explicitly takes into account Kosovo’s EU
pre-accession status, which has preceived fairly little attention in the future cooperation
strategy. The evaluation also recommends that Finland should take an active role in
donor coordination. Finland should continue to support special/inclusive education
in Kosovo through multi-donor joint funding mechanisms and technical assistance.
The report also presents more punctual recommendations.
Keywords:

Kosovo, country programme evaluation, donor coordination, ownership,
future development cooperation strategy
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YHTEENVETO
Arviointi kattaa Suomen koko kehitysyhteistyön Kosovon kanssa vuosina 1999–2008.
Arvioinnin tavoitteena oli tehdä ehdotuksia jatkoyhteistyölle sekä analysoida Suomen
Kosovo-ohjelman lähestymistavan ja toimeenpanon saavutuksia ja heikkouksia. Erityisesti painotetaan viimeaikaista ja tulevaa yhteistyötä. Arviointi käsittelee maaohjelmaa
kokonaisuutena ja käsittelee yksittäisiä projekteja vain siinä määrin kuin niillä on merkitystä kokonaisuuden ymmärtämisen kannalta. Arviointi koostui haastatteluista, arkisto- ja muun dokumenttiaineiston analyysistä sekä kahden viikon kenttämatkasta Kosovoon. Arvioinnissa myös tarkastellaan maaliskuulle 2008 päivättyä UM:n uutta Kosovostrategiaa vuosille 2008–2011.
Kosovo on Suomelle määräaikainen, väkivaltaisesta kriisistä toipuva yhteistyömaa. Johtuen muodostumisprosessistaan välittömästi vuoden 1999 sodan jälkeisessä tilanteessa
Kosovon maaohjelma on omannut harvinaisen voimakkaan kosketuspinnan Suomen
ja Kosovon kansalaisyhteiskuntien suuntaan, erityisesti kansalaisjärjestöjen, yksittäisten henkilöiden ja korkeakoulujen kohdalla. Tällä tavoin Kosovo on epätyypillinen
tapaus Suomen kehitysyhteistyössä, koska pitkäaikaisissa kumppanimaissa yhteistyön
agenda sovitaan hallitusten välisissä neuvotteluissa ja kansalaisyhteiskunnan kosketuspinta syntyy pikemminkin virallisen yhteistyön myötä eikä edellä sitä. Toinen seuraus
Kosovon määräaikaisen kumppanimaan statuksesta on se, että hallitustenvälisen puitesopimuksen puuttuminen määrittää avun muotoja ja käytettävissä olevia instrumentteja. Esimerkiksi Pariisin julistuksen periaatteita ei voida toteuttaa täysimääräisesti,
koska avun sopimuskumppanina on oltava jokin muu kuin Kosovon hallitus.
Välittömästi sotaa seuranneina aikoina Kosovon avussa käytettiin tehokkaasti hyväksi
tilanteeseen soveltuvia ja joustavia vaikkakin epätyypillisiä tuki-instrumentteja. Hätäapuvaiheen mentyä ohi ja ennen kaikkea vuoden 2004 kehityspoliittisen ohjelman
jälkeen maaohjelma kaventui vähitellen pieneksi joukoksi korkeamman institutionaalisen ambitiotason hankkeita, joita tässä on kutsuttu ydinohjelmaksi. Se keskittyi Suomen kehityspolitiikan läpileikkaaviin teemoihin, mikä puolestaan teki mahdolliseksi
voimakkaan sisäisen johdonmukaisuuden ja vahvan synergian projektien välillä. Kapea ja erikoistunut suuntautuminen varmisti käytännössä sen, että Suomen projektit
eivät merkittävästi kärsineet Yhdistyneiden Kansakuntien johtaman ja koordinoiman
Kosovon väliaikaisen siviilihallinnon (United Nations Interim Administration Mission
in Kosovo, UNMIK) puutteellisesta koordinaatiosta vaan olivat täydentäviä muiden
rahoittajien tukeen nähden. Kosovon maaohjelma ei ole ensisijaisesti ollut rauhanrakentamis- tai konfliktinehkäisemisohjelma lukuun ottamatta joitain kansalaisjärjestöhankkeita vaan pikemminkin instituutioiden ja kapasiteetin kehittämisohjelma ennen
kaikkea vuoden 2004 jälkeen, jolloin hankkeiden institutionaalinen ambitiotaso nousi. Vain yhdessä hankkeessa (sairaanhoidon opetus) oli siirtymä instituutioiden kehittämiseen osittain epäonnistunut. Suomen Kosovon maaohjelma on jossain määrin painottunut etnisen enemmistön eduksi huolimatta kaikkien hankkeiden pyrkimyksestä
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integroida eri etniset ryhmät toimintaansa. Pitkälti syynä tähän on hankkeiden ulottumattomissa oleva kansainvälispoliittinen tilanne.
Kosovon maaohjelma on osoitus siitä, että pienikin rahoittaja voi todella saavuttaa
tuloksia ja vaikutuksia keskittymällä pitkäaikaisesti ja johdonmukaisesti kapealle alalle
synergiaetuja hyväksi käyttäen ja tukemalla muiden samalla sektorilla toimivien avunantajien panoksia oman erityisalansa puitteissa. Vaikutusta lisää se, että toimintaa otetaan mukaan laaja yhteiskunnan osaaminen ja kosketuspinta (ml. yliopistot ja ammattikorkeakoulut). Se, että Suomen apu Kosovolle on perustunut tietoon ja osaamiseen on
myös taannut tietyn vaikutusten kestävyyden siinä määrin kuin ohjelmassa rakennettu
kapasiteetti on institutionalisoitu yliopiston opinto-ohjelmiin.
Maaohjelman voimakas sisäinen koherenssi ja projektienvälinen täydentävyys juontuvat
kapea-alaisesta erikoistumisesta. Tällaisessa lähtökohtatilanteessa on hyvin hankalaa
ottaa käyttöön uusia toimintasektoreita ja apumuotoja ilman, että vaarannetaan jo
saavutetut tulokset, mukaan lukien Suomen asema luotettavana rahoittajana erityisopetuksen alalla. Talouden kehittäminen ei ole juurikaan kuulunut Suomen Kosovolle
antamaan tukeen lukuun ottamatta yhtä kansalaisjärjestöhanketta. Tulevaan Kosovon
ohjelmaan liittyen budjettituki ja sektoriohjelmat ovat liian laaja-alaisia, jotta niiden
avulla voitaisiin kohdistaa tukea niinkin kapeille erityisaloille kuten erityis- ja inklusiiviseen opetukseen, ellei niihin liity erityisopetusta tarvitsevien koululasten tarpeet valtavirtaistavaa teknistä apua. Vuosien 2008-2001 Kosovo-strategia on vaarassa vanhentua jo ennen varsinaista toimeenpanoaan, koska se lähestulkoon sivuuttaa Kosovon
EU-integraatiotavoitteen, johon Kosovon hallitus puolestaan voimakkaasti panostaa.
Tätä korostaa myös se, että avunantajien koordinaatio Kosovon hallituksessa on sijoitettu EU-integraatiotoimiston yhteyteen. Siviili-sotilas-yhteistyö (Civil-Military Cooperation, CIMIC) -hankkeet ja Suomen Pristinan yhteystoimiston paikallisen yhteistyön määräraha (Local Cooperation Fund, LCF) -strategia ovat hyvin linjassa Kosovoohjelman kokonaisuuden kanssa. LCF-hankkeita voitaisiin kuitenkin käyttää strategisemmin vahvistamaan Suomen kokonaistukea Kosovolle. Yrityksistä huolimatta
maaohjelma ei ole onnistunut merkittävästi vahvistamaan sukupuolten välistä tasaarvoa Kosovossa.
Kaikessa Suomen avussa Kosovolle tulisi pitää mielessä, että Suomen tuki Kosovolle
on osa Kosovon EU-integraatiota sekä pyrkimystä kohti eurooppalaisia standardeja.
Jotta erityisopetuksen tukeen ei tulisi suurta katkosta, Suomen tulisi välittömästä alkaa
valmistella teknistä apua neuvonantajan muodossa Kosovon opetusministeriön erityisopetuksen yksikölle, sillä tällä hetkellä suurin Suomen lisäarvo on saavutettavissa
erityisopetuksen alalla. Tätä suositusta tukee myös se havainto, että Suomen maaohjelma on voimakkaasti keskittynyt eräisiin läpileikkaaviin teemoihin, erityisesti ihmisoikeuksiin ja haavoittuviin ryhmiin (ihmisoikeuksiin, vammaisiin mukaan lukien erityisopetusta tarvitsevat lapset).
Kosovossa EU-johtoisesti toimivat avunantajat sekä Kosovon hallitus ovat ryhtyneet
tehostamaan ulkoisen avun koordinaatiota. Suomen on osaltaan tuettava koordinaation
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kehittämistä ja varmistettava, että Suomi toimii koordinaatiojärjestelmän puitteissa ja
muut avunantajat ovat hyvissä ajoin tietoisia Suomen suunnitelmista.
Koska Kosovon kanssa ei ole hallitustenvälistä puitesopimusta eikä sellaista ilmeisesti
aiota solmiakaan, Suomen avussa sopimuspohja tai pikemminkin sen puuttuminen
määrittää avun instrumentteja. Näissä oloissa ei kaikkia kehitysavun hyviä käytäntöjä
(kuten esimerkiksi Pariisin julistuksen periaatteita) voida panna käytäntöön täysimääräisenä. Tästä huolimatta Suomen tulisi pyrkiä kanavoimaan mahdollisimman suuri
osa Kosovon tuesta niin, että se näkyy Kosovon hallituksen budjetissa ja näin ollen
myös bruttokansantuotetilastoissa.
Arviointi suosittelee, että Suomen tulee vastedeskin keskittyä kapeille erityisalueille,
jotka tukevat ja täydentävät muiden samalla sektorilla toimivien panosta erityisesti
niissä kumppanimaissa, joissa yhteisrahoitusmekanismit (budjettituki ja sektoriohjelmat) eivät ole mahdollisia, ja sitoutua pitkäaikaisesti valitsemilleen aloille.
Aiemman maaohjelman aikana luotujen yhteistyösuhteiden johdosta Kosovossa vaikuttaisi olevan hyvät edellytykset uuden instituutioiden välisen yhteistyöinstrumentin
(Institutional Cooperation Instrument, ICI) käytölle erityisesti opetus- ja yliopistosektorilla. UM:n tulisikin aktiivisesti edistää ICI-instrumenttia Suomen ja Kosovon yliopistojen ja ammattikorkeakoulujen välillä.
Etnisten ryhmien välisen kanssakäymisen edistäminen Kosovossa ansaitsee enemmän
huomiota, ja Suomen pitää jatkaa kansalaisjärjestöjen ja paikallistason hankkeita, jotka voivat tehokkaasti, tosin paikallisesti ja rajallisesti, integroida eri etnisiä ryhmiä
kanssakäymiseen erityisesti Mitrovican alueella. Myös Mitrovican serbinkielistä yliopistoa tulisi pyrkiä liittämään Suomen erityisopetuksen tukeen. Myös sukupuolten
välisen tasa-arvon edistämisen tulisi olla tärkeänä osatekijänä kaikessa Suomen avussa
Kosovolle; eräs tapa tähän on suunnata LCF-hankkeita Kosovon naisjärjestöille. LCFvaroista pitäisi rahoittaa myös kansalaisjärjestöjen valvovaa roolia tukevia hankkeita;
eräs tällaisista voisi olla julkisen varainkäytön seurantaa edistävät hankkeet.
Yhden hankkeen kohdalla ei siirtyminen instituutioiden kehittämiseen ole onnistunut
optimaalisesti (osittain juuri yliopistokontaktin puuttumisen takia), mistä syystä sairaanhoidon opettajien keskuudessa on turhautumista. Suomen tulisi etsiä aktiivisesti
ratkaisua sairaanhoidon opettajien puuttuvan 60 ECTS (European Cred Transfer and
Accumulation System) -opintopisteen ongelmaan, jotta nämä voisivat saada suoritettua tarvitsemansa BA-tutkinnon. Suomen tuen vaikutuksellisuutta ja suomalaista lisäarvoa vahvistaisi edelleen suomalaisten kansalaisjärjestöjen säätiöiden Abiliksen ja
KIOS:in mainostaminen kosovolaisten kansalaisjärjestöjen parissa.
Kosovon maaohjelma on hyötynyt suuresti välittömästi sodan jälkeen käytössä olleista
joustavista, tilanteeseen sopivista instrumenteista. Suomen tulee mahdollisuuksiensa
mukaan pyrkiä käyttämään innovatiivisia, nopeita ja joustavia keinoja kriisinjälkeisissä
tilanteissa. Siirryttäessä hätäavusta jälleenrakennukseen ja varsinaiseen kehitysyhteis6
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työhön tulee kiinnittää erityistä huomiota tavoitteiden ja toimeenpanomallien jatkumoon ja/tai katkoksiin kussakin tilanteessa erikseen. Kosovon tapauksessa hankkeiden
siirtymä toiseen vaiheeseen vuosina 2004–2005 ja siihen sisältynyt institutionaalisen
tason nosto on osoittautunut jälkikäteen oikeaksi ratkaisuksi.
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SAMMANFATTNING
Utvärderingen omfattar Finlands hela utvecklingssamarbete med Kosovo arena 1999–
2008. Syftet med utvärderingen var att utarbeta förslag för fortsatt samarbete samt
analysera framgångarna och de svaga punkterna i premisserna för och tillvägagångssättet
i Finlands Kosovoprogram. Tyngdpunkten låg i synnerhet på samarbetet under den
senaste tiden och i framtiden. Landsprogrammet behandlas som en helhet, och enskilda
projekt tas upp endast om de är viktiga med tanke på förståelsen av helheten. Utvärderingen utfördes genom intervjuer, analys av arkivmaterial och annan dokumentation
samt två veckors fältstudier i Kosovo. Utrikesministeriets nya Kosovostrategi för åren
2008–2011, daterad i mars 2008, utvärderas också.
Kosovo är för Finland ett partnerland som återhämtar sig från en våldsam kris och är
mottagare av tidsbundna åtgärder. Genom sin uppkomstprocess omedelbart efter kriget
år 1999 har Kosovoprogrammet fått en exceptionellt bred kontaktyta med civilsamhällena i både Finland och Kosovo, speciellt hos medborgarorganisationer, privatpersoner och högskolor. I detta avseende är Kosovo ett atypiskt fall i det finska biståndssamarbetet, eftersom agendan med långvariga partnerländer slås fast genom förhandlingar mellan regeringarna och kontaktytan mellan civilsamhällena byggs upp mer
genom officiellt samarbete i stället att föregripa det. En annan följd av Kosovos status
som partnerland för tidsbundna åtgärder är att avsaknaden av ett mellanstatligt ramavtal
begränsar biståndsformerna och de till buds stående instrumenten. Till exempel kan
principerna i Parisdeklarationen inte tillämpas till fullo, eftersom biståndspartnern
måste vara någon annan än Kosovos regering.
Omedelbart efter kriget utnyttjade man i stödet till Kosovo effektivt anpassade och
flexibla – och visserligen atypiska – biståndsinstrument. När nödhjälp inte längre
behövdes, och i synnerhet efter utarbetandet av det utvecklingspolitiska programmet
år 2004, begränsades landsprogrammet till ett fåtal projekt på högsta institutionella
ambitionsnivå som här betecknas ”kärnprogrammet”. Det riktade in sig på genomgående
teman i Finlands utvecklingspolitik, vilket i sin tur möjliggjorde en stark inre koherens
och synergi mellan projekten. Den smala och specialiserade inriktningen borgade i
praktiken för att Finlands projekt inte nämnvärt drabbades av den bristande samordningen i Kosovos Förenta Nationerna -ledda civila övergångsregering (United
Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo, UNMIK) -administrationen utan
kompletterade insatserna av andra finansiärer. Med undantag av vissa projekt för medborgarorganisationer har Kosovoprogrammet inte primärt varit något fredsbyggande
eller konfliktförebyggande program, utan snarare ett institutions- och kapacitetsbyggande program. Detta gäller speciellt tiden efter år 2004 då den institutionella
ambitionsnivån i projekten höjdes. Endast i ett projekt (sjukvårdsundervisning) misslyckades man delvis med övergången till utvecklingen av institutioner. Finlands Kosovoprogram har haft en viss tonvikt på den etniska majoriteten, trots att alla program
strävar efter att integrera de olika etniska grupperna i sin verksamhet. En bidragande
orsak till detta är det internationella politiska läget som projekten inte rår på.
8
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Kosovoprogrammet är ett bevis på att till och med en liten finansiär kan åstadkomma
resultat och effekter genom att långsiktigt och konsekvent koncentrera sig på en smal
sektor, genom att utnyttja synergifördelar och stödja andra biståndsgivare inom samma
sektor och inom sitt eget specialområde. Ökad effekt erhålls genom att man på ett
övergripande sätt engagerar samhällets kompetens och skapar en bred kontaktyta
(inklusive universiteten och yrkeshögskolorna). Att Finlands bistånd till Kosovo har
grundat sig på kunskap och kompetens har också garanterat hållbara effekter i den
mån den kapacitet som byggts upp genom programmet har institutionaliserats vid
universiteten.
Programmets starka inre koherens och projektens ömsesidiga kompletterande funktion
utgår ifrån specialiseringen på ett smalt område. I ett sådant utgångsläge är det mycket
svårt att införa nya verksamhetssektorer och biståndsformer utan att riskera de redan
uppnådda resultaten, inklusive Finlands ställning som en pålitlig finansiär av specialiserad
utbildning. Finlands Kosovobistånd har inte just befattat sig med den ekonomiska
utvecklingen med undantag av ett medborgarorganisationsprojekt. Med avseende på
det framtida Kosovoprogrammet är budgetstöd och sektoriella program alltför omfattande för att de skulle kunna riktas in på så smala specialområden som specialpedagogik och inkluderande undervisning, förutsatt att dessa inte inbegriper sådan
teknisk hjälp som avser integration av skolelever i behov av specialundervisning. Det
föreligger en risk att Kosovostrategin för åren 2008–2011 föråldras innan den hinner
verkställas, eftersom den nästan helt förbiser Kosovos ambition att integreras i EU,
som Kosovos regering satsar stort på. Denna ambition understryks av att samordningen
av biståndsgivarna sköts vid samma enhet som handhar EU-integrationen vid Kosovos
regering. Samarbete mellan soldater och civila (Civil-Military Co-operation, CIMIC)
-projekten och lokalt samarbete anslag (Local Cooperation Fund, LCF) -strategin för
Finlands förbindelsekontor i Pristina ligger väl i linje med Kosovoprogrammet som
helhet. LCF-projekten kunde ändå användas på ett mer strategiinriktat sätt för att
stärka Finlands hela bistånd till Kosovo. Trots försök har programmet inte egentligen
lyckats med att stödja jämställdheten mellan könen i Kosovo.
Det gäller att med avseende på allt finskt bistånd till Kosovo komma ihåg att det bidrar
till Kosovos integration i EU och strävan efter att uppnå europeisk standard. För att
undvika ett längre avbrott i stödet till specialiserad utbildning bör Finland omedelbart
inleda förberedelserna för att tillhandahålla teknisk assistans i form av en rådgivare för
enheten för specialundervisning vid undervisningsministeriet i Kosovo, eftersom det
största mervärdet för Finland erhålls för närvarande inom detta område. Rekommendationen stöds av observationen att Finlands landsprogram har riktat in sig på vissa
genomgående teman, speciellt de mänskliga rättigheterna och utsatta grupper (de
mänskliga rättigheterna, handikappade inklusive barn i behov av specialundervisning).
Biståndsgivarna i Kosovo (under ledning av EU) och Kosovos regering har börjat effektivisera samordningen av det externa biståndet. Finland bör medverka i utvecklingen av
samordningen och säkerställa att man verkar inom ramen för samordningen och att de
övriga biståndsgivarna i god tid underrättas om Finlands planer.
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Eftersom Finland och Kosovo inte har ingått ett bilateralt ramavtal – och synbarligen
inte heller avser att ingå ett sådant – är det avtalsgrunden eller snarare avsaknaden av
denna som definierar biståndsinstrumenten för Finland. I det rådande läget är det inte
möjligt att till fullo tillämpa de goda förfaringssätten för utvecklingsbistånd (t.ex.
principerna i Parisdeklarationen). Finland bör ändå sträva efter att kanalisera en så stor
del av biståndet till Kosovo som möjligt, så att det ingår i Kosovos statsbudget och
således också i BNP-statistiken.
I utvärderingen rekommenderas att Finland också framdeles bör satsa på smala specialområden som stödjer och kompletterar andra aktörers insatser inom samma sektor i
synnerhet i sådana partnerländer där kollektiva finansieringsmekanismer (budgetstöd
och sektoriella program) inte kan användas. Finland bör också långsiktigt förbinda sig
att stödja de utvalda sektorerna.
Tack vare de samarbetskontakter som skapats under det tidigare landsprogrammet
förefaller Kosovo lämpa sig väl för användningen det nya interinstitutionella samarbetsinstrumentet (Institutional Cooperation Instrument, ICI) speciellt inom utbildnings- och universitetssektorn. Utrikesministeriet bör således aktivt främja införandet
av ICI i samarbetet mellan finska och kosovanska universitet och yrkeshögskolor.
Det krävs mer insatser för att främja kontakterna mellan de olika etniska grupperna i
Kosovo. I detta syfte ska Finland fortsätta sina projekt bland medborgarorganisationer
och på lokalnivå, som på ett effektivt – visserligen lokalt – sätt kan bidra till att integrera
olika grupper till samverkan, särskilt i Mitrovica-området. Man bör också sträva efter
att inkludera det serbiska universitetet i Mitrovica i det finska biståndet för specialundervisning. Vidare bör främjandet av jämställdheten mellan könen vara ett viktigt
element i allt bistånd från Finland till Kosovo, till exempel genom att fokusera LCFprojekten på kvinnoorganisationerna i Kosovo. LCF-medel bör användas för finansiering
av projekt som stödjer medborgarorganisationernas övervakande funktion, till exempel
projekt som främjar kontrollen av användningen av offentliga medel.
I ett av projekten har man inte lyckats optimalt i övergången till utvecklingen av
institutioner (delvis just p.g.a. bristande kontakter till universitet), och därför finns
det frustration bland lärarna i sjukvård. Finland bör aktivt försöka hitta en lösning till
problemet med att sjukvårdslärarna saknar 60 ECTS (European Credit Transfer
Accumulation System)-poäng, så att dessa kan avlägga den BA-examen som de behöver.
Effekten av Finlands bistånd och Finlands mervärde skulle gynnas av att man förespråkar
de finska MBO-stiftelserna Abilis och KIOS hos kosovanska medborgarorganisationer.
Kosovoprogrammet har dragit stor nytta av de flexibla och anpassade instrumenten
som sattes in omedelbart efter kriget. Finland bör i mån av möjlighet använda sig av
innovativa, snabba och flexibla metoder i efterkrissituationer. Vid övergången från
krishjälp till återuppbyggnad och egentligt utvecklingssamarbete bör man fästa särskild
uppmärksamhet vid kontinuiteten/diskontinuiteten i ambitionerna och implementeringsmodellerna under olika omständigheter. I Kosovos fall har det i efterskott visat sig
10
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vara ett rätt beslut att ta projekten vidare till följande fas och höja den institutionella
nivån åren 2004–2005.
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SUMMARY
The evaluation covered the whole period of Finnish development cooperation in Kosovo
from 1999 to 2008. The objective of the Kosovo country programme evaluation was
to provide recommendations for future cooperation, and to analyse the achievements
and weaknesses in the approach and implementation of Finnish projects in Kosovo.
Special emphasis was placed on recent cooperation and its future direction. The
evaluation considered the country programme as a whole and only considered individual
projects if it was necessary in order to understand the overall programme. The evaluation
consisted of a desk study of the documentation, including the material in the Ministry
for Foreign Affairs of Finland (MFA) archives, and a two-week field trip to Kosovo.
The evaluation also carried out an appraisal of the MFA’s new Kosovo strategy for
2008–2011, dated March 2008.
Kosovo comes under the category of a fixed-term partner country in the context of
Finnish development policy. The history of Finnish support to Kosovo since the war
has meant that the Finnish Kosovo country programme has become “embedded”: a
large contact interface of Finnish society has been involved in the programme. Therefore,
Kosovo is an atypical case for Finnish development cooperation as the agenda is normally
set by intergovernmental consultations, and the civil society interface is formed during
the course of cooperation and does not precede it. The second consequence of Kosovo
being a fixed-term partner country is that the lack of an intergovernmental agreement
dictates the modalities of cooperation. For instance, the principles of the Paris
Declaration cannot be fully put into practice because the signatory partner cannot be
the Government of Kosovo.
During the early phases of the country programme, clever use was made of innovative,
though atypical, flexible solutions and instruments. Over time, the scope of the country programme became narrower and it turned into a core programme with higher
ambitions of institution building, and which focused on the cross-cutting issues of
Finnish development policy, resulting in high internal coherence and synergies between
the projects. The narrow and specific orientation of the projects meant that the Finnish projects were coordinated as a matter of course and were complementary with
other donors’ interventions despite the inadequate donor coordination by United
Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK). With the exception of
some civil society organisations’ projects, the Kosovo country programme has not
been a peace building and conflict prevention programme but rather an institutions
and capacity building programme, especially after 2004 when the projects entered
into a second phase that prioritised support for institutions of higher education. The
switch to institution building partially failed only with respect to one project. The
Finnish Kosovo country programme worked more with the majority ethnic group,
despite the efforts made in all the projects to integrate different ethnic groups into
their activities. To a large extent this has been caused by the fact the root cause of the
conflict, international politics, was beyond the reach of the projects.
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The Kosovo country programme is proof that a small donor can make a difference by
concentrating on a single issue on a sustained basis and through long-term commitment.
In addition, the strong in-country expertise in Finland allowed synergies to be exploited
and supported other donors’ contributions. The knowledge-based nature of Finnish
aid to Kosovo has also been a guarantee of sustainability, to the extent that the capacity
built through the programme is institutionalised within university degree programmes.
The internal coherence of the programme and complementarity between the projects,
which are derived from their narrow specialisations, makes it very difficult to introduce
new fields of action and modalities without jeopardising the entire construct achieved,
including the position of Finland as a trusted donor in inclusive education. Economic
development has largely been absent from the Finnish support to Kosovo, with the
exception of one Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) project. With respect to
future aid modalities, budget support and sectoral programmes are too broad to target
narrow, specialised fields, such as special and inclusive education, unless accompanied
by technical assistance. The new Kosovo strategy for 2008–2011 risks becoming
outdated even before it starts, as it practically ignores pre-accession and European Union
(EU) integration as long-term goals, which are a priority for the Kosovo Government.
This fact is further reinforced by the location of the donor coordination office within
the Office of EU Integration. The Civil-Military Co-operation (CIMIC) projects and
the Local Cooperation Fund (LCF) were found to be well in line with the country
programme in general; however, the latter could be used more strategically to support
the overall Finnish cooperation package in Kosovo. In spite of the efforts made, the
country programme has not significantly improved gender equality in Kosovo
Finland should bear in mind that its contribution to the development of Kosovo is
part of the pre-accession and European integration process and the country’s own
efforts to achieve European standards. In order to prevent any gaps, Finland should
immediately start preparing technical assistance (an advisor) for the Special Education
Unit of the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology in Kosovo. It is specifically
within special education that Finland can create best value-added in Kosovo for the
time being. This recommendation is further supported by the observation that the
Finnish Kosovo country programme is heavily focused on some cross-cutting topics,
particularly in human rights and vulnerable groups (including children in need of
special education).
Under the leadership of the European Union, the donors active in Kosovo and the
Government of Kosovo have started to upgrade the coordination of external aid. Finland should support this improvement in donor coordination and make sure that it
makes other donors aware of its future plans at a sufficiently early stage.
As Finland does not have an intergovernmental framework agreement with Kosovo,
and it seems that there is no intention on a part of the Finnish Government to prepare
one, the absence of any agreement basis defines the modalities that can be used to
support Kosovo. In these circumstances, all the best practices in development
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cooperation, notably the principles of the Paris Declaration, cannot be fully
implemented. Despite this situation, Finland should channel as much of its aid as
possible so that it shows in the Kosovo Government’s budget and therefore also in its
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) statistics.
The evaluation recommends that Finland continues to concentrate its development
cooperation efforts in narrow, specialised fields which support and complement other
donors’ interventions in the same sector(s), especially in countries where joint funding
mechanisms (budget support and sector programmes) are not feasible, and to commit
to long-term involvement in these sectors.
Due to the cooperation links between Finnish and Kosovo institutions created during
the course of the Finnish Kosovo country programme, there is a good foundation for
using the new Institutional Cooperation Instrument (ICI), especially in the field of
education and university cooperation. The MFA should actively seek to promote new
inter-institutional cooperation instrument (ICI) between Finnish and Kosovo
institutions of higher education.
The integration of different ethnic groups in Kosovo deserves more attention, and
Finland should continue to support the projects of civil society organisations and
other projects at the local level which can efficiently contribute to the integration of
different ethnic groups in the Mitrovica region. An effort should be made to include
the Serbian-language Mitrovica University in the support given for special education.
Gender equality, too, should form an important part of Finnish cooperation with
Kosovo. One way to promote gender equality would be to channel funding from the
LCF to women’s organisations in Kosovo. The LCF could also be considered as a
supporting instrument for budgetary support (multi-donor funds or sectoral
programmes) to promote the watchdog role of civil society organisations, including
public expenditure tracking surveys.
In the case of one project, the switch to institutional capacity building did not achieve
the optimal results (partially due to the lack of a link with Pristina University), and
there is frustration among the nursing teachers who were involved in the project. Finland should actively seek to resolve the problem of the 60 missing ECTS (European
Credit Transfer and Accumulation System) -credits of the nursing trainers trained in
the context of the health project so that they can get the BA degree they need to
advance their careers. Finnish value-added and the effectiveness of the support would
be greatly enhanced by the distribution of information on the Finnish civil society
foundations KIOS and Abilis among Kosovo NGOs working in the fields of human
rights and the disabled.
Finland’s Kosovo country programme has greatly benefitted from the use of innovative
solutions, well adapted to the immediate post-conflict situation in 1999 and 2000.
Finland should strive to use flexible, if atypical, instruments allowing for a rapid response
in critical post-conflict situations. When moving from emergency aid to reconstruction
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and to normal development cooperation, special attention should be paid to the
continuum and/or breaks in the implementation of objectives and modalities in each
specific case. In the case of Kosovo, the switch to the second phase of the core projects
in 2004–2005 with a more ambitious focus on institutional capacity building proved
to be correct when examined in hindsight.
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Kosovo Country Programme 1999-2007
Findings
The Finnish Kosovo country
programme has not significantly
suffered from deficient donor
coordination during the UNMIK
administration.

Conclusions
This fact is due to Finland’s longterm concentration in narrow fields
of specialisation that support and
complement other larger donors’
interventions in the same sector(s).

Recommendations
Finland can achieve the best results
by concentrating its resources in
narrow, specialised fields of
activities that are complementary to
other donors’ support in the same
sectors, and by committing to longterm involvement in the chosen
fields.

The Kosovo country programme is
heavily focused on human rights and
the vulnerable, especially the
disabled (including school children
with special needs)

The core programme has high
internal coherence and synergies
between the projects

Finland should continue supporting
special/inclusive education and the
disabled in Kosovo; this is where
Finnish value-added is currently
created most effectively in Kosovo

The Kosovo country programme
emphasises the cross-cutting themes
of Finnish development policy
programmes

The Liaison Office should distribute
information about Finnish civil
society foundations, especially KIOS
and Abilis, among Kosovo NGOs
working in the fields of human
rights and the disabled. This would
enhance Finnish value-added in
Kosovo.

The nurse training project has
created frustration among its
participants because they cannot
complete a BA degree in nursing
science due to their pre-university
level basic schooling: Pristina
University refuses to enrol them as
degree students.

The project has failed to correctly
address the transition from postconflict emergency aid to
institutional and capacity
development, for instance by
promoting inter-ministry
coordination and by integrating
Pristina University into nursing
training.

Finland should actively search for a
solution to the problem of the
missing 60 ECTS credits for the
nursing trainers

The Kosovo country programme is
strongly embedded in the respective
societies and is very knowledgebased (know-how), e.g.
special/inclusive education, nursing
science, and human rights

A key to sustainability has been the
involvement of Kosovo and Finnish
universities in the projects. Kosovo
presents a good basis for the use of
the new ICI cooperation instrument.

The MFA should actively promote
ICI cooperation instrument between
Finnish and Kosovo
universities/polytechnics

The Finnish projects, with the
exception of NGO projects, have
sided more with the ethnic majority
group despite efforts in the projects
to integrate all ethnic groups into
their activities.

The large Finnish institution and
capacity building projects did not
directly address the root cause of the
ethnic conflict, i.e. international
politics, and which is anyway beyond
the reach of the projects.

Greater emphasis should be paid to
the integration of minorities through
local level and NGO projects in the
Mitrovica region and by involving,
for example, Mitrovica University in
the activities relating to Finnish
support for special education

In all the large intergovernmental
projects there was a switch in the
years 2004–2005 to more ambitious
institution building objectives, which
partially explains the slower curve of
effectiveness in those years.

Finnish support to Kosovo switched
from an emergency phase, as it were,
directly to development objectives in
an institutional situation that was
still unstable. In hindsight, the
choice was correct in spite of the
difficulties resulting from the
situation at the time.

In the transition from humanitarian
aid to normal development
cooperation, the continuum and
breaks in objectives and
implementation modalities have to
be considered individually in each
case.
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Rapid post-conflict reaction and
project formulation were greatly
aided by a fund for short-term
technical assistance (TA) and
consultancies and other nonconventional, flexible solutions

The wide interface of the Kosovo
country programme comes from the
use of these flexible instruments.

In atypical situations, such as
immediately after a crisis, innovative
and flexible instruments should be
used

The Local Cooperation Fund is in
line with the general country
programme but could be used more
strategically

The introduction of new
instruments (e.g. multi-donor funds)
poses challenges to other existing
instruments

The LCF should be considered as a
supporting instrument for budgetary
support (multi-donor funds or
sectoral programmes) to promote
the watchdog role of civil society
organisations, including public
expenditure tracking surveys and
gender equality.

The gender impact in most projects
is mainly implicit, not explicit

Except for gender-targeted projects,
the Kosovo country programme has
largely been gender-blind, despite
attempts to include gender in project
practices

There should be active support for
women’s organisations from the
Local Cooperation Fund

The CIMIC projects have an impact
on local employment and have
succeeded in promoting inter-ethnic
collaboration. The management of
CIMIC projects is too heavy in view
of the size of the projects.

The CIMIC projects are
complementary with future Finnish
aid to Kosovo because they provide
a useful source of grassroots
information for the Liaison Office,
in addition to the their local impact.

The management of the CIMIC
funds should be simplified so that
the Liaison Office need not
separately approve all the projects,
especially the smallest ones. The
projects should start using bank
transfers instead of cash payments.

Findings

Conclusions

Recommendations

The Finnish strategy for support to
Kosovo 2008-2011 practically
ignores pre-accession and EU
integration as long-term goals.

Now the locus of donor
coordination takes place within the
context of EU integration.

Finland should bear in mind that
Finland’s support to Kosovo is part
of the pre-accession and European
integration process and the country’s
own efforts to achieve European
standards.

The European Commission Liaison
Office in Pristina has recently taken
on an active role in donor
coordination in order to prevent
overlapping and the duplication of
efforts. Many member states,
however, provide information about
their plans at such a late stage that it
makes it impossible to make any
changes.

Donors are making efforts to learn
from the deficient coordination and
overlapping projects during
UNMIK’s administration.

The Liaison Office of Finland in
Pristina should actively participate in
the EU-led coordination and make
sure that other donors are aware of
Finland’s plans at a sufficiently early
stage, and keep Helsinki updated
about other donors’ plans for
Kosovo in order to enhance
synergies and prevent overlapping.

The Kosovo Government is
improving coordination of external
aid. Recently, it has established a
donor coordination office within the
Office for European Integration in
the Prime Minister’s Office. Line
ministries, too, have appointed
contact individuals for donor
coordination.

The Kosovo Government is
beginning to understand the
importance of ownership, the
coordination of external aid and
harmonisation according to the
principles of the Paris Declaration.

The Liaison Office of Finland in
Pristina should closely follow the
development of coordination of
external aid mechanisms in Kosovo,
and ensure that Finland follows
these mechanisms and thus supports
the efforts of the Government of
Kosovo.

The New Strategy 2008-2011
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Finland has envisaged channelling
the bulk of its support to the
education sector via a Multi Donor
Trust Fund (MDTF), which is direct
budget support where the
performance indicators employed
are in the field of social services
(health, the entire education sector
and pensions reform).

An MDTF is too broad an
instrument for targeting support to
such a narrow and specialised field
such as special/inclusive education.

Finland should immediately start
organising technical assistance (an
advisor) for the Ministry of
Education, Science and
Technology of Kosovo (MEST),
Unit of Special Education, in order
to prevent, or reduce, gaps in
support.

The status of Kosovo as a fixedterm partner country means that
there is no intergovernmental
framework agreement and the
signatory partner of Finland cannot
be the Government of Kosovo.

Finnish support to Kosovo faces a
situation in which the agreement
basis defines the modalities of aid,
and not all the principles of the Paris
Declaration can be fully
implemented.

In spite of the lack of a framework
agreement, Finland should strive,
wherever possible, to channel its aid
to Kosovo so that it shows in the
Government of Kosovo’s budget
and GDP statistics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
According to the Terms of Reference of the assignment (Annex 1), the objective of the
evaluation was
• to improve Finnish aid to Kosovo by providing information on how to utilise the
available funds in the best possible way, and
• to analyse which development partners Finland should work with to produce the
best results.
Furthermore, according to the Terms of Reference, the purpose of the evaluation was
to analyse the achievements and weaknesses in the approach and implementation of
Finnish projects/programmes in Kosovo, and to give clear and concise recommendations
on strategic choices, suitable instruments and modes of cooperation in the future. The
evaluation has tried to find an answer to the paramount question of how Finnish aid
has helped build capacity in Kosovo’s institutions, and how it has helped to construct
a peaceful coexistence between ethnic groups.

1.1 The Scope of the Evaluation
The evaluation covers the entire period of Finnish assistance to Kosovo from 1999
onwards. In consideration of future Finnish cooperation with Kosovo, the evaluation
has given emphasis to recent developments and covers the earlier period only to the
extent that it explains and helps in understanding the immediate challenges and lessons
learned.
Another definition of the scope of the evaluation is that the Evaluation Team has
concentrated in the first place on assessing the “country programme” as a totality, not
on evaluating individual projects per se. The only projects that will be given particular
attention, in line with the evaluation concepts, are the long-term “core” projects. Special
emphasis will be paid to the sectors included in the recently approved Kosovo assistance
plan; in this instance the opinion given by the Evaluation Team on the future Kosovo
strategy for 2008–2011 is more an appraisal than an evaluation.
There are several justifications for concentrating on the country programme as a whole.
The first is that the country programme has presented a particularly stable structure
from the very beginning; practically all the core projects have had funding from the
first or second year (1999 or 2000), and only their modes of operation or implementing
agencies may have varied. The second justification is that for this very reason, the
projects have been evaluated or reviewed many times and some of the evaluations have
been published (e.g. Kolehmainen-Aitken, Barton, Chigudu & Enemark 2005; Telford, Mikkola, Bianchi & Kourula 2005). A third argument is that a full evaluation of
all the projects would be impossible in practice due to the time that has elapsed since
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the projects’ conclusion. Furthermore, in evaluating projects with such a long history,
the only really relevant evaluation concept at this stage is their “impact”. Some of the
budget lines for funding that have officially been called projects have not been projects
as such, but rather funding instruments for immediate post-conflict humanitarian aid.
Finally, most Finnish projects in fact do form a rather coherent country aid portfolio
with high synergies and internal complementarities.

1.2 Approach and Limitations
The assessment made of the Finnish country programme has been divided in two
parts. On the one hand, the Finnish Kosovo country programme has been subject to
an “internal” evaluation, that is, an evaluation against development cooperation policy
guidelines, strategies and administrative structures valid during the period covered.
On the other hand, the programme is assessed against the context in Kosovo (an
“external” evaluation). With the Kosovo context, we refer to the political events,
administrative structure and donor presence in the country after the bombings in
1999. For the appraisal of the approved Kosovo cooperation strategy 2008–2011 of
the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland (MFA), the proposed sectors, instruments
and modalities are contrasted with the fieldwork findings concerning relevance and
coherence (and coordination and complementarity), and the needs and institutional
capacity of the new Kosovo administration. For reasons to be explained later in the
report, one of the typical problems with evaluations, i.e. that of attribution; ascription
of causality between a certain intervention and an outcome, according to a definition
of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD); did not
present itself over the course of this evaluation study.
In addition to documentation, publications and archive material, the evaluation is
based on interviews. The interviews with both the MFA and Kosovar authorities
included project staff and other people involved, such as representatives of the donor
community, and a semi-structured (thematic) approach was employed. A semistructured interview means that the person interviewed can express ideas freely but the
main points to be discussed will be covered through guidance by the Evaluation Team.
At the end of the field visit to Kosovo, a debriefing for the staff of the Finnish Liaison
Office was organised in Pristina, and the next working day for the MFA staff at the
Ministry’s premises in Helsinki. The inputs from these sessions have also been taken
into account in the report. The field visits and interviews were mainly organised by the
Liaison Office in Pristina, for which the Evaluation Team is enormously grateful.
In the case of stakeholders and direct beneficiaries of bilateral projects concluded between
2005 and 2008, no sampling method was used but the evaluation interviewed all the
relevant persons/instances with only one exception, the Pristina University, Faculty of
Education (Annex 2). The Evaluation Team visited one of the three “resource centres”
formed by the special education project Finnish Support to Development of Education
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Sector in Kosovo (FSDEK), and two nursing training centres out of the 25 operative
in the context of the health (nursing training) project. The “resource centres” of the
special/inclusive education project FSDEK refer to specialised schools and service
provision centres that prepare and distribute material such as spoken books or books
in Braille. These teaching aids are then circulated among attached classes, offering
didactic support to teachers.
In the interviews, the outline for the evaluation questions was basically the same
regarding all projects. The interviewees were asked about the origins and background
of the project, the sequencing into different periods – emergency, reconstruction,
development – its impact, and the institutional context. This information helped assess
the sustainability and the project’s prospects for the future, donor coordination,
institutional capacity, and the lessons learned. The desk officers were asked these same
questions but in relation to each individual project and the country programme as a
whole. With respect to the Kosovo authorities and donor representatives, questions
were asked on donor coordination, government priorities and future needs. More specific
interviews with a narrower focus were conducted with the World Bank (WB) representative,
focusing on the multi-donor funding arrangement, and the European Union (EU)
cooperation officer on EU coherence, coordination and complementarity. The beneficiaries
were asked about the results of the project, possible problems and the ultimate impact.
Some interviews were aided by an interpreter, although most people met by the
Evaluation Team during the fieldwork were sufficiently proficient in English to hold a
conversation. Due to the tight schedule of the fieldwork, the Team was neither able to
visit the Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) projects funded through the MFA’s
Unit for Civil Society Organisations, nor the regional projects in the Balkans, all
concluded before 2007, of which Kosovo formed an integral part. These projects were
left out of the scope of the evaluation.
The Evaluation Team had full access to the files on development cooperation in Kosovo
and Balkans Humanitarian Aid in the MFA’s archives. With respect to the numerical
outcomes of the projects, e.g. number of attached classes or nurses trained, the Evaluation
Team had to rely on interviews and documents. No cross-checking in the field was
performed due to the number of projects included in the evaluation. Despite these
limitations the Evaluation Team considers that the evaluation presents a more than
satisfactory overall view of the Finnish Kosovo country programme.
The Evaluation Team is of the opinion that this evaluation should have been carried
out in the second half of 2007 at about the time when the new Development Policy
Programme 2007 (MFA 2007a) was published and a new desk officer for Kosovo
development cooperation was appointed. This issue was put forward by several
interviewees. An earlier evaluation would have better served the MFA‘s planning process
on the future aid of Kosovo. Yet, the recommendations presented in this report are
valid.
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As reference material, the evaluation used the guidelines on Evaluating Conflict Prevention
and Peacebuilding Activities (OECD/DAC 2008) and the Principles for Good
International Engagement in Fragile States & Situations (OECD/DAC 2007). These are
referenced in particular in the chapter 4 on the evaluation. Naturally, the evaluation
follows the evaluation guidelines established in the MFA’s Evaluation Guidelines (MFA
2007b) and the OECD/DAC (2006) DAC Evaluation Quality Standards. (Pls see also
Annex 3).

2 THE KOSOVO CONTEXT
Finland has had a rather high profile in political events in Kosovo. Mr Harri Holkeri,
Finland’s former Prime Minister, was the Special Representative of the United Nations
Secretary-General (UNSG) and Head of the United Nations Interim Administration
Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK) between July 2003 and May 2004, and lately President
Ahtisaari’s Status Plan for Kosovo are well known by Kosovo Albanians.
The context in which the Finnish country programme for Kosovo has operated between
1999 and February 2008 was characterised by a post-conflict situation in massive need
of humanitarian aid, international power politics at the United Nations Security Council
(UNSC), the position of Kosovo as an international protectorate under UNMIK in
charge of civilian administration, and a North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
peacekeeping mission Kosovo Force (KFOR) in charge of peace and security. UNMIK
forms an especially important pillar which provided considerable support for the Finnish country programme, and understanding its importance is vital in order to put the
Kosovo country programme into its proper context. Furthermore, the present situation
of the newly independent Kosovo is largely connected to the final Status Settlement,
called the Ahtisaari Plan, and the continuing power politics in the international arenas.
All these factors have had, or still have, an impact on the framework in which Finnish
development cooperation in Kosovo operates.

2.1 From International Protectorate to Independent State
The roots of the Kosovo conflict date back to 1989 when the Milosevic regime of the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia revoked the political autonomy of the province of Kosovo
and introduced a dictatorial rule against the Albanian ethnic majority, a rule which
was opposed through guerrilla warfare by ethnic Albanian Kosovars. When the Milosevic
rule started to carry out extensive ethnic cleansing in Kosovo towards the end of the
decade, the international community tried to stop the violence, and finally NATO
intervened by bombing the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia between March and June
1999 until the Milosevic army surrendered. The warfare resulted in approximately one
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million refugees fleeing to neighbouring countries, and extensive damage to the population
and infrastructure. In June 1999, the UNSC approved Resolution No. 1244, which
made Kosovo an international protectorate under interim administration called
UNMIK. The NATO peacekeeping force KFOR deployed troops in Kosovo and has
been present there since June 1999; their mandate is to guarantee peace among the
population and safeguard the frontiers. (See e.g. International Crisis Group 1999a;
1999b).
According to Resolution 1244, UNMIK’s mission was to promote the establishment
of substantial autonomy and self-government in Kosovo in the absence of a final status
settlement. UNMIK was in charge of developing the administrative functions that are
normally taken care of by state institutions (e.g. ministries), which had to be set up
from scratch as the autonomous administrative structures had been abolished by
Milosevic’s rule, and the bulk of the population had resisted the oppressive structures
imposed by Serbia in the 1990s. UNMIK became the official signatory counterpart to
Finnish development cooperation projects, other than those channelled through NGOs
or international organisations; the projects are called intergovernmental projects in the
documentation. UNMIK was slow to start as the United Nations (UN) and its Member
States had to recruit and deploy personnel in Kosovo, and the diversity of organisational
cultures resulting from the heterogeneity of UNMIK’s personnel made it impossible
to find a unified approach to administration, which directly affected all development
cooperation in Kosovo. Another problem was that Serbia refused to let UNMIK operate
north of Mitrovica, and maintained its own administration there, generally referred to
as “parallel structures”. (See e.g. International Crisis Group 1999b)
The UNMIK administration can be divided into three phases that differ in relation to
their prerogatives and duties, as well as the degree of autonomy of the local institutions.
During the first phase (1999–2000), UNMIK had the ultimate mandate to exercise all
legislative, executive and judiciary powers in Kosovo, in addition to normal civilian
administration. However, due to a lack of resources, the slow deployment of personnel
and the parallel Serbian administrative structures, UNMIK was not able to exercise de
facto control over Kosovo. During the second phase (2000–2001), a Joint Interim
Administrative Structure was established in order to improve the administrative capacity
and to build Kosovo’s own institutions. During the second phase, there was double
structure in the ministries (at that time called departments). Each of the ministries of
Kosovo had an international UNMIK co-head. The third phase started when the Kosovo
Constitutional Framework was signed in May 2001. (See e.g. International Crisis Group
2002a; 2002b)
The Constitutional Framework heralded a new period in post-conflict Kosovo, since
it handed over to Kosovo‘s Provisional Institutions of Self-Government (PISG) the
responsibility for a broad range of areas, such as economic and financial policy, fiscal
and budgetary issues, trade and industry, education and culture, science and technology,
health, the environment, labour and social welfare, agriculture, and tourism. The PISG
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consisted of the Assembly (parliament), the President of Kosovo, the Government, the
Courts and other bodies and institutions. The international co-heads of the ministries
became UNMIK Principal Officers with pure monitoring and advisory roles. However,
significant powers were still left to the Special Representative of the Secretary-General
(SRSG), Head of UNMIK. He was responsible for external relations and had the
authority to dissolve the Assembly should the PISG be deemed to be acting in a manner not in conformity with UNSC Resolution 1244.
One important benchmark in the development of Kosovo has been the so called Kosovo
standards, which were agreed between UNMIK and PISG and approved by UNSC
during Holkeri’s era as SRSG in 2003. The Kosovo standards included a number of
goals that Kosovo was to attain before its final international status could be agreed.
The goals included functioning democratic institutions, the rule of law, and freedom
of movement. The emphasis placed on the implementation of the Kosovo standards
delayed the launch of the status settlement process due to the “standards before status”
policy applied by UNMIK. (See e.g. International Crisis Group 2004)

2.2 The Ahtisaari Plan
Mr Martti Ahtisaari was appointed Special Envoy of the UNSG for the future status
process for Kosovo in November 2005. In February 2007, Mr Ahtisaari presented his
Draft Comprehensive Proposal on the Kosovo Status Settlement to Belgrade and
Pristina. Serbia, represented and supported at the UNSC by Russia, strongly opposed
the proposal, and the Ahtisaari Plan was never submitted to a vote at the Security
Council. For the moment, the Status Settlement plan of Mr Ahtisaari has the blessing
of the UNSG, but not of the UNSC. Therefore, Resolution 1244 remains the only
internationally recognised legal framework concerning Kosovo, especially by Serbia
and Russia, which do not officially recognise the Ahtisaari Plan. (See UNSC 2005;
2007a; 2007b)
The Kosovo Parliament unilaterally declared independence on 17 February 2008; the
vote was boycotted by the ethnic Serbian Members of Parliament. The Kosovo
parliament approved the final Status Settlement, i.e. the Ahtisaari Plan, as a legally
binding document and committed itself to fully implementing it. (See e.g. Republic of
Kosovo/Government 2008a)
The key feature of the Status Settlement Proposal is to transfer the international civilian
presence in Kosovo from UNMIK to the EU, and to transfer power from the international
community to local authorities. The Proposal includes safeguard clauses for protecting
the interests and rights of ethnic and religious minorities. The Settlement sets out a
range of provisions for a stable, multi-ethnic Kosovo developing towards Euro-Atlantic
structures. In particular, it sets out extensive provisions for non-majority communities,
including new arrangements for local self-government and protecting religious and
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cultural heritage, and democratic representation. The Settlement provides a wide-ranging
proposal for decentralisation (devolution) intended to promote good governance,
transparency and effectiveness in public service. The proposal focuses in particular on
the specific needs and concerns of the Kosovo Serb community, which is meant to
have a high degree of municipal autonomy and control over its own affairs. (UNSC
2007a)
The implementation of the Ahtisaari Plan is supervised by a fairly complex range of
international actors. The International Civilian Office, headed by the International
Civilian Representative (ICR), was established in order to ensure full implementation
of the Kosovo Status Settlement and to support Kosovo’s European integration, and
replaced the SRSG as the highest international authority in Kosovo. The ICR works
under two “hats” because he is the EU’s Special Representative in Kosovo while also the
International Civilian Representative. Twenty five countries, Finland among them,
have formed an International Steering Group to provide support and guidelines to the
ICR.
The Council of the EU has launched the European Union Rule of Law Mission in
Kosovo (EULEX) which has a specific advisory role for the police and the courts of
justice. However, the transition of international responsibility from the UN to the EU
has been delayed because Serbia refuses to let EULEX operate in the territories north
of Mitrovica. Not all EU member states have recognised the independence of Kosovo;
Finland recognised Kosovo’s independence in March 2008. The future role of UNMIK
is unclear at the present. UNMIK will most probably remain in Kosovo because UNSC
Resolution 1244 is still the only mandate approved by all UNSC members, and therefore
the only one recognised as being legitimate by Serbia, backed up at the UNSC by
Russia. (See e.g. International Crisis Group 2008a; 2008b)

2.3 Donor Coordination
From the very beginning in 1999, UNMIK made attempts to organise sector-based
donor coordination, and launched the idea of lead donors. For example, Finland was
the lead donor in the sub-sector of special education and the Canadian International
Development Agency in vocational training. However, sector-based coordination
gradually stopped in 2004 and 2005 when many donors withdrew from Kosovo.
Moreover, according to the interviews, the UNMIK -led sector-based coordination
was far from effective, as it did not avoid duplication or even triplication of different
projects. The EU, too, was passive in the coordination of development cooperation of
the Member States, and focused its coordination efforts on its own projects.
More recently, UNMIK organised donor coordination meetings, although this was
not sufficient to avoid overlapping. For example, other donors were not always aware
of Finnish projects. This finding can partially be attributed to the nature of large
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international donor conferences (Consultative Groups etc). The Consultative Groups
rather focus on the pledging of resources and listening to the various plans of
governments or in the case of Kosovo the different international organisations in charge
of the protectorate rather than hearing other donors’ plans. The lack of a homogenous
administrative culture within UNMIK’s structures acted as an impediment to improving
coordination. The deployment of UNMIK and its regulations complicated the
implementation of aid operations, especially during the initial phases.
Poor coordination was partly due to donors’ inability to coordinate among themselves.
Moreover, the PISG institutions were inexperienced and lacked capacity to prioritise
needs. The PISG also had very limited experience of managing development aid, and
understanding of the ownership of donor-funded projects. The reasons for the poor
capacity to coordinate donor activities are various. Firstly, the need for help was so huge
that prioritising was difficult. Secondly, the beneficiary institutions were not sufficiently
strong, Kosovo lacked experience in aid management for historic reasons: Kosovo had
never before been in the role of recipient of aid. Thirdly, instead of working on a
multi-donor premise, many bilateral donors and international organisations wanted
to “wave the flag” to promote their own visibility.
The international community has been criticized for weaknesses and lack of coordination
in its support to build the capacity of the ministries. (See e.g. International Crisis
Group 2002a; 2002b). The principles of harmonisation and alignment of the Paris
Declaration of 2005, or its predecessor the High Level Forum in Rome 2003, were not
applied. Most external funding went to individual projects instead of going to the
Joint Interim Administrative Structure or PISG departments (ministries). Project based
cooperation resulted in increased transaction costs for the incipient, fragile new
administration. The donors missed, at least partially, an important opportunity to
build the capacity of the future Kosovo Government, as best practices of aid management
may not have been applied. However, this general picture is not directly applicable to
Finnish cooperation with Kosovo: all the major Finnish bilateral core programme
projects had a sound anchoring in local institutions.
The declaration of independence of Kosovo and implementation of the Ahtisaari plan
signified a new era in aid coordination. An International Donor Conference was hosted
by the EU in Brussels on 17 July 2008. Donors pledged EUR 1.2 billion to Kosovo to
fund the Mid-Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF). Recently, the Kosovo
Government seems to have gained growing understanding of the importance of
coordinating donor activities, the ownership of aid, as well as different aid modalities
and their impact and effectiveness. In cooperation and encouraged by donors, the
Government of Kosovo has established new structures for aid coordination and
management. An agency for Donor Coordination and European Integration has recently
been established in the Prime Minister’s Office. The Agency is responsible for overall
donor coordination. Respective coordination officers have been appointed in a number
of line ministries (e.g. Republic of Kosovo/Government 2008b; See also International
Monetary Fund 2008).
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The donor community has also taken seriously the lessons learned from poor donor
coordination and overlapping of projects during the UNMIK administration (E.g.
European Commission/WB 2008). The European Commission Liaison Office (ECLO)
has recently taken on a more active role in donor coordination in Pristina. The ECLO
organises regular donor meetings which are also attended by non-EU donors. The aim
of these meetings is to identify possible overlapping at a very early stage, although the
complaint at the ECLO is that the EU Member State capitals bring their assistance
plans to the meetings too late when little can be done. This seems to be apply to
Finland too. The European Commission‘s (EC) assistance to Kosovo is implemented
under the Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA). It was explicitly stated by the
EC that the IPA is not a demand-driven instrument as such, but all IPA activities have
to be seen in the context of EU integration (i.e., target-driven). The main donors
active in Kosovo have recently started organising cooperation and coordination meetings.
Originally these meetings were clustered around the Nordic group but have since
expanded to the Nordic + group and to including also other likeminded actors. The
participants consider this informal coordination and exchange of ideas invaluable.

3 THE FINNISH CONTEXT
3.1 Main Elements of the Kosovo Country Programme
Due to the formation process in the immediate aftermath of the NATO bombings in
1999, the Finnish support programme for Kosovo contains some features that
distinguish it from most of Finland’s other development partner countries (for a full
description of the formation process, see Annex 4). Firstly, the important role played
by individuals and authorities is a conspicuous feature in how the programme came
about and became institutionalised (see, e.g. Kolehmainen-Aitken et al 2005). Secondly,
the participation of civil society organisations and universities, both in Kosovo and
Finland, played an important role. At the initial phases of Finnish involvement in
Kosovo, the use of and support given to local structures representing the “shadow
society” that had disappeared underground during the Milosevic regime is another
interesting characteristic of the Finnish aid to Kosovo. Moreover, the Finnish aid used
“flexible”, atypical solutions that were well adapted to post-crisis circumstances. Finally,
Finland always coordinated its actions with the Kosovo administration, UNMIK and
the PISG institutions, and other actors, such as the university. This pattern differs
from many other donors who – according to some interviewees – preferred to carry out
their own agendas regardless of the local structures. As a result of this history, the Finnish
Kosovo programme is strongly “embedded” in the respective Kosovar and Finnish societies.
For the period of 1999–2008, it is not easy to find reliable information on the exact
money flows from Finland to Kosovo because in addition to bilateral projects, some
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Finnish contributions were channelled through multilateral institutions. Moreover,
before independence, the statistical figures for Kosovo were included in the country
category of Serbia-Montenegro and later Serbia. On the other hand, some projects
have covered two or more countries in the West Balkans region, and the exact amount
disbursed to Kosovo is not easy to separate from the total contributions – only rough
estimates can be made. A further complication stems from the modality of implementation.
Only on a few projects direct disbursement to Kosovo or the region was done. Most of
the aid programme has been implemented by consultancy firms whose margins/
overheads earned on the projects is not public information.
Table 1

The main Finnish contributions to Kosovo 1999–2008, excluding regional
projects. Only Official Development Assistance (ODA).

Project

Start date, duration

Contribution

UNCHS-Habitat/Clean-up of
environmental hotspots
Health phase I: Primary health care
services
Health phase II: Support to
continuous nursing education
Water and sanitation I: W&S
institution building
Water and sanitation II: Water
management
Education phase I: Support to
education sector development
Education phase II: Support to the
Faculty of Education of Pristina
University
Human rights phase I: Human rights
education
Human rights phase II: Human
rights education
Empowerment of women Mitrovica
Women’s Centre
Social welfare, Disabled, phase I:
Support to HandiKOS
Social welfare, Disabled phase II:
Support to HandiKOS
Civil Military Cooperation (CIMIC)
Women’s security and safety
project/United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP)
West Balkans reconstruction (shortterm consultancies)

01/2001, 4 years

2.4 M€

06/2000, 4 years

1.7 M€

03/2004-03/2008, 4 years

2.5 M€

01/2001, 4 years

1.7 M€

01/2003, 2 years

490,000 €

08/2000, 3 years

1.7 M€

12/2003-12/2008, 4 years + no cost
extension

3.27 M€

12/1999, 2 years

1 M€

08/2002, 4 years

2 M€

08/2001, 3 years + extension 1.5
years
06/2000, 4 years

870,000 €

08/2004, 3 years

500,000 €

1999, ongoing
2007

1.94 M€
150,000 €

2000-2001

4.47 M€

Total

1999-2008

25.31 M€

620,000 €

Source: MFA archives & documentation

In addition to these projects funded directly in Kosovo, there have been regional projects
totalling 9 M€, which have also involved Kosovo, and 1–2 M€ of support to projects
of Finnish NGOs. According to an MFA document from June 2008, Finnish development aid to Kosovo was 32 M€ between 1999 and 2008, in addition to humanitarian
aid of 9 M€ in 1999–2000. It can be seen that the respective amounts stated in the
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different sources are not quite consistent, even when adding the budget support of 20
MFIM (about 6.4 M€) given to the Governments of Albania and Former Yugoslavian
Republic Macedonia for assistance to Kosovo refugees in 1999. According to interviews
and internal MFA documentation, 80% of the Finnish support to Kosovo has been
technical assistance (TA), that is, salaries and honoraries of (mainly) Finnish experts
and consultants. Therefore the aid has benefitted the development of Kosovo only
indirectly through capacity building (for the negative “Dutch disease” effect of expatriate
salaries (see Annex 5).

3.2 Development Policy Guidelines 1999–2007
The development cooperation policy guidelines in force between 1999 and 2007 have
been the Decision-in-Principle on Finland’s Development Cooperation (MFA 1996), the
strategy based on it from 1998 Finland’s Policy on Relations with Developing Countries
(MFA 1998), the Government resolution on the Operationalisation of Development
Policy Objectives in Finland’s International Development Co-operation (MFA 2001), the
Development Policy – Government Resolution (MFA 2004), and the latest policy document
Development Policy Programme 2007 (MFA 2007a).
The Decision-in-Principle of 1996 defined reducing poverty, sustainable development,
human rights and democratic governance as the overall objectives of Finland’s
development cooperation. Vulnerable groups (women, the disabled) were given special
emphasis as well as environmental concerns. The 1998 policy widened the scope from
development cooperation to cover the relations with developing countries and thus
replaced poverty reduction as the primary goal with the promotion of peace, collaboration
and welfare, and the prevention of conflicts and global security threats. The emphasis
placed on vulnerable and marginalised groups, i.e. women, the disabled and indigenous
people, is also confirmed in the 1998 policy, and these groups were important in the
cooperation with Kosovo at the time. The policy classified potential partners and
outlined different aid modalities according to partner type, and this policy principle
turned out to have important consequences for Finland’s further cooperation with
Kosovo.
The Government resolution on the Operationalisation of Development Policy Objects in
Finland’s International Development Co-operation (MFA 2001), which was based on a
total review of all partners carried out internally by the MFA in autumn 2000, took
this idea even further. It made a distinction between long-term partnership countries
and “other” partners.
The criteria for long-term partnerships were based on the need for aid: least developed
countries or low income countries; a “commitment to development” through the
mobilisation of resources for an inclusive development strategy, respect for human
rights, efforts to reduce inequality, Finland’s capacity to cooperate (an embassy in situ,
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and previous expertise on that partner country), and the existence of certain conditions
on the impact of the cooperation. In these countries, Finland’s cooperation would be
long-term with active involvement based on an intergovernmental framework
agreement. The aim was to reduce the number of long-term partner countries and the
number of cooperation sectors in each country. At the same time the aim was to raise
the total amount of aid per country to improve the effectiveness of the aid. Eight longterm partner countries were selected.
In “other partnership” countries, such as Kosovo, the duration of the cooperation
would be defined on a case-by-case basis, and could be implemented through NGOs
or international organisations. In the case of Kosovo, important aid programmes were
justified by the post-conflict situation; however, the cooperation was planned to be
temporary.
The development policy of 2004 (MFA 2004) further entrenched this classification
between long-term partners and others. Western Balkans was included in the latter
group as post-conflict societies with which fixed-term cooperation and regional projects
were envisaged until 2007. The former objectives of preventing environmental hazards,
promoting equality, human rights, democracy and good governance, global security
and increasing economic interaction were also present in the policy of 2004. A rightsbased approach is defined for all cooperation, as well as the principles of sustainable
development. Also, the cross-cutting themes of the promotion of women’s and girls’
rights and gender equality, the emphasis on the promotion of vulnerable groups, and
environmental concerns appeared in this version of the policy. With the earlier policy
guidelines the main difference lied in a stronger emphasis on trade and integration
into the world economy. Concessional loans were included among the permitted
instruments, while in the 1990’s they had been considered to have a distorting effect.
This change corresponded to the political situation in Finland where the Green party
had occupied the ministerial portfolio for the environment and development up to
2002, and from 2003 onwards the minister for external trade and development has
represented the Center Party.
The latest development policy programme of 2007 (MFA 2007a) places emphasis on
sustainable development. The same division into long-term partner countries and others
is again included in the policy programme, and the latter category, “others”, is here
divided into countries recovering from violent crises, and fixed-term cooperation
countries. Kosovo and Bosnia-Herzegovina fall into the category of countries recovering
from violent crises. In conclusion, Kosovo is included in the development cooperation
policy guidelines under the heading of a post-conflict country recovering from a violent
crisis in need of stabilisation and reconstruction through fixed-term cooperation, not,
for instance, because of its geographical or political/diplomatic proximity to Finland
as a future EU enlargement country. Strictly speaking this would mean that at the
moment when Kosovo is no longer considered a country recovering from a violent
conflict, there would be no grounds to continue bilateral development cooperation
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3.3 Country Assistance Strategies for Kosovo
For its long-term partner countries, Finland has not traditionally used country strategies
but a general approach to cooperation where the sectors and modalities of Finland’s
intervention have been defined in bilateral, bi-annual consultations between the two
governments. In 2008, the MFA prepared “participation plans” – a kind of Country
Assistance Strategy – for the eight long-term partner countries as part of the operationalisation of the 2007 development policy programme, although these plans are not made
public.
The above has not been the case with the Western Balkans. The Unit for Western
Balkans had prepared assistance plans in 2000 and in 2003. According to a strategy
paper of 2000 for the Western Balkans, the objectives of Finnish cooperation in the
region are the promotion of democracy and human rights and a reduction in environmental
threats. The emphasis is on good governance and the rule of law, participation in
decision-making at the local level, and the right of women to participate in economic
activities, and of the promotion of vulnerable groups as active members of society.
Interestingly enough, the document mentions the multiplicity of donors and the
corresponding need for coordination as a problem. The principle of complementarity
with larger donors’ interventions is adopted as a guiding principle of Finnish aid to
Kosovo. The plan envisages the “natural” ending point of Finnish bilateral aid to the
region as the moment when normal democratically elected government structures, a
civilian administration and its institutions are in place, although the international
presence in Kosovo is foreseen to last for a long period.
A further strategy was produced by the Unit for Western Balkans in 2003. The main
planned areas of Finnish cooperation for the region were good governance and the
promotion of the rule of law, economic reconstruction and reform of economic
structures, social development, including education and health, human rights, including
minority and women’s rights, the environment (water and sanitation), and support to
civil society and for democracy and free speech. For Kosovo, the strategy defined the
objectives of Finnish aid as facilitating the return of refugees, promoting social and
political stability and promoting a peaceful co-existence between ethnic groups. The
analysis of the situation in Kosovo defined the needs to be addressed as follows:
administrative and professional capacity building, and the adoption of the principles
of good governance and democracy by Kosovo society.
The present strategy 2008–2011 for the Western Balkans dates from March 2008. The
strategy concentrates on Kosovo, as the cooperation with Bosnia-Herzegovina will be
phased out and only continued through the Local Cooperation Fund (LCF) of the
Roving Ambassador, and Finnish NGO projects. The main objective for Kosovo is to
support the implementation of the Ahtisaari Plan, and emphasis is placed on local
development (excluding support to local governments), especially in rural areas in
accordance with the development policy of 2007 (MFA 2007a). An appraisal of the
strategy is presented below in section 4.4.
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In general it can be said that the regional strategies, of which the Kosovo cooperation
programme is a part, follow the overall Finnish development policies quite carefully.
According to the interviews, MFA staff consciously strives towards integrating general
policy principles into policy statements of country or region specific assistance plans.
It is another question as to what degree these strategies and principles effectively (re)direct
aid interventions, especially up to the point that a project might be discontinued because
of a policy change (and not, e.g., because of failing to succeed or a difficult institutional
context). In the case of the Kosovo country aid portfolio, it appears that the original
set-up was established at an early stage (1999–2000) and its core projects have been
largely maintained ever since, and only now (in 2008) does the new country strategy
imply a major shift in practical terms.

3.4 Administrative Structure of the Kosovo Aid
Kosovo had not been a priority partner in Finnish development cooperation even
before 2001, when the new development policy strategy approved by the government
of Finland came into effect and limited the number of long-term partner countries to
eight. The position of Kosovo as a fixed-term partner country, in the category of postconflict society, and its status as an international protectorate have had deep practical
consequences for the management of Finnish aid to Kosovo. Since the country’s
independence, these factors have combined to create a management structure at the
MFA that limits the scope of aid to Kosovo.
Firstly, there are separate desk officers for development cooperation and political affairs;
the desk structure is not integrated as it is in the case of long-term development partner
countries. Within the Unit for Western Balkans, created in May 2000, there is an
informal Kosovo Team consisting of a development desk officer, with a long career in
developing countries but who has no special exposure to, e.g., EU enlargement questions,
and a political desk officer. As of September 2008, the Unit for Western Balkans was
merged into a single unit with the Enlargement Unit. The Evaluation Team considers
that this merger may contribute to strengthening the coherence of future Finnish Kosovo
cooperation.
A second important difference is that the management of Kosovo development projects
is not decentralised to the level of diplomatic representations, as is the case with longterm partner countries, where all decision-making concerning development aid except
for funding decisions has been handled at the Embassy level since 2005 on a pilot
basis. Only the LCF (small grants fund) has been managed locally since 2007 within
the Finnish Liaison Office in Pristina. The evaluation found that there have clearly
been problems with the definition of tasks and responsibilities between the Liaison
Office, the Unit in Helsinki, and the consultancy companies in charge of implementing
the projects.
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Thirdly, the government decision of 2004 (MFA 2004) to concentrate aid to eight
long-term partner countries reduced the predictability of funding for Kosovo projects.
After 2004, there was a reduction in funding and practically no new projects/
programmes were initiated. One factor that contributed to the decreasing amount of
disbursements to Kosovo was that between April 2006 and September 2007 the Kosovo
cooperation desk was managed by interim officers. Finally, because Kosovo is not a
long term partner country, and before 2008 was not a country by international law,
there was no intergovernmental framework agreement between Finland and Kosovo.
This is the reason why the signatory counterparts in the projects have been UNMIK,
international organisations or NGOs (Finnish and Kosovar). This fact is proving to be
of fundamental importance for the new 2008 Kosovo strategy as it excludes “normal”
bilateral government-to-government cooperation now that Kosovo has declared
independence.
Fourthly, it should be underlined that Kosovo is Finland’s only development partner
country with large projects where European integration and European standards are a
leading idea for all the cooperation, and the ultimate goal of all government policies. It
is the opinion of the Evaluation Team that this aspect has not been adequately taken
into consideration in the new 2008–2011 strategy for the Western Balkans.
The Finnish Liaison Office in Pristina was set up during the Finnish EU Presidency in
the second half of 1999. Before that, the mainly humanitarian aid for Kosovo was
coordinated by the Embassy of Finland in Belgrade. The Liaison Office started hiring
local personnel as of 2003, and from the beginning of 2008 there has been a Finnish
advisor for development cooperation in addition to the Head of Office.
A considerable part of the projects funded by Finland in Kosovo have been implemented
by Finnish NGOs with whom consultancy contracts were signed, especially in those
fields in which the consultancy firms were not considered to have special competence
(especially human rights, disabled persons). Later, these arrangements have been
considered an anomaly; in theory all consultancy contracts should be submitted to
public tendering. The NGOs themselves, however, see a certain difference between
projects of their own initiative, submitted for eventual funding to the NGO Unit of
the Department for Development Policy of the MFA, and projects implemented on
behalf of and for the Ministry. The justification given for continuing the present
arrangement is that the projects implemented by NGOs can still be considered being
of humanitarian nature and therefore are not subject to the law on public procurement.
Compared to the long-term development partner countries of Finland, where the MFA
traditionally has been the only Finnish actor in the intergovernmental cooperation,
the Kosovo country programme has involved several ministries and official actors from
the very beginning. For instance, the CIMIC project funds, awarded by the MFA’s
ODA funds, are managed by the Finnish Defence Forces International Centre and the
Defence Command of the Armed Forces and are implemented by the KFOR troops
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based in Camp Ville. For the Kosovo investment framework (European Development
Fund, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development), the Unit for Western
Balkans coordinates with the Ministry of Finance, although more through personal
contacts than by official means. There is also a certain division of labour and coordination
between the Ministry of the Interior and the MFA on civilian crisis management in
Kosovo and the hiring of Finnish personnel for UNMIK and now for EULEX.
The coordination is effective in Helsinki, principally attributable to the “small country, small circles” -effect which means that most people involved with the Western
Balkans personally know each other. Yet, in the field in Kosovo the institutional and/
or bureaucratic gaps in coordination that genuinely exist can easily occur. For instance,
it was reported in the interviews that the CIMIC projects (funded by the MFA’s ODA
funds) cannot transfer money to the Defence Forces International Centre in order for
it to use inexpensive materials from the Camp Ville supplies depot in its projects,
because intra-governmental bank transfers are not allowed under the regulations.

4 KEY FINDINGS
4.1 Aid Portfolio: Modality, Sustainability, Impact
As an introduction to the evaluation of the Finnish support programme to Kosovo, a
tentative effort is made here to summarise the main projects that together form the
Finnish Kosovo aid portfolio. The principal projects are divided into groups according
to implementation criteria.
The first two types of projects are considered here to form the “core programme” of
Finnish support to Kosovo, with the most stable and continuous long-term work. The
Support to Education (special/inclusive education), Nurse Training, Human Rights
Education and the Water and Sanitation projects share a common characteristic in
that they corresponded to the usual modality of Finnish bilateral development
cooperation, i.e., that the project was tendered and implemented by a consultancy
firm. This also implies relatively large budgets were involved together with high
transaction costs for both Finland and the receiving end. The modality implies a project
management team with a high percentage of TA in relation to the total budget with its
own accountability, and therefore that it is separate from the partner institutions.
Concerning their outcome, or the impact these projects have achieved, it can be said
that they really have made a difference. For example, children with special needs have
much better opportunities to get education than before. This concerns access to
education as well as parents’ willingness to place children in school. Furthermore,
there is a trained group of nursing trainers and trained hospital nurses active in the
public healthcare system, and the courts of justice, police and other institutions have
access to human rights literature and training.
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In addition, from the point of view of sustainability, the above mentioned projects can
be said to be relatively successful. The Human Rights Centre at the University of
Pristina continues to offer courses to students and training authorities, and it is able to
attract external funding for some of its activities. The Ministry of Health allows the
Centres for Continuing Nursing Education to continue to train nurses. Moreover,
upon the conclusion of the project FSDEK at the end of 2008, no immediate collapse
of special and inclusive education is foreseen as the sector is included as a priority area
in the government of Kosovo budget expenditure framework, MTEF (Republic of
Kosovo/Ministry of Economy and Finance 2008) and in Kosovo’s Pre-University
Education Strategy 2007–2017 (Republic of Kosovo/Government 2007). However,
the ideal of inclusive education has not made a final breakthrough against the previously
dominant special pedagogy philosophy based more on separation than inclusion. Thus,
the Unit for Special Education at the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology
of Kosovo (MEST) would need further direct support to overcome the internal
resistance. Yet, due to the very narrow and specialised orientation of the Finnish support
in 1999–2000, with few or no other donors working in the same fields, the successes
and the failures can be attributed to the Finnish support.
The second group of projects that constitute part of the “core programme” are projects
implemented by NGOs through a consultancy contract with the MFA (FCA, Mitrovica
Women’s Centre, HandiKos etc). These projects have had relatively small budgets and
low transaction costs. Except for the landmine clearing project carried out through Act
Churches Together (ACT, Norway), which was best characterised as emergency aid,
these projects have worked at the level of local communities and individual persons on
a multiethnic basis with high reconciliatory potential and a punctual impact within
limited in space. The support to the association for the people with disability,
HandiKOS, with 14,000 members nationwide, is the only project to have acquired
visibility and an advocacy role at the national level. The above mentioned organizations
frequently present sustainability problems in a situation where the best expectation is
that the external aid from Finland or other donors will have developed their fundraising capabilities to attract additional external funding. There is some evidence to
suggest that an improvement in fund-raising capacities has effectively been happening.
The same applies to Initiative for Agricultural Development in Kosovo, a local NGO
and offspring of the Lutheran World Federation (LWF) Balkans Project, specialised in
agricultural development, although it should have even better perspectives on fundraising than other organisations because of their very successful productive projects in
the Mitrovica/Vusshtri region.
The third type of projects funded by Finland in Kosovo is those implemented by
international organisations, mainly the UN system. In these projects, the eventual
outcome is difficult to assess, with the exception of the projects clearly belonging to
the category of emergency/humanitarian aid, in which sustainability is not an objective
and in which the impact can be measured by the very conclusion of the support. The
multilateral projects were not visited during the fieldwork in Kosovo.
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The remaining three groups consist of small projects, the LCF administered by the
Liaison Office, the CIMIC projects by the Finnish KFOR troops, and the NGO project
funded by the NGO Unit of the MFA(KEO-33). The CIMIC projects are increasingly
oriented towards small enterprise development, but also include social infrastructure
projects in villages and communities. These projects have managed to bring together
people from all ethnic groups of the Central KFOR Region of Kosovo. The CIMIC
projects are mainly short duration due to the rotation of KFOR troops (6–12 months),
and have an impact on the goodwill towards peacekeeping forces. CIMIC projects
have had also an impact on employment at the local level, although the sustainability
of the jobs created in this way is difficult to assess because there is no systemic impact
monitoring. Critical voices raise the objection that the military and civil society should
always be kept separate in order to protect civilian humanitarian activities in the event
of a crisis. It was also claimed that the principles of the Paris Declaration concerning
alignment should apply to small projects, too. However, the communication between
CIMIC officers and projects and the Liaison Office is very valuable as a source of
information from the grassroots to the diplomatic representation of Finland in Kosovo.
The LCF has been under the responsibility of the Liaison Office only as of mid-2007.
Previously the Liaison Office was administratively and budget-wise as an annex under
the Embassy in Belgrade. There has been a Finnish Advisor to manage the fund as of
January 2008. The support to HandiKOS has been paid from the LCF fund as of
2008. The tendency is towards larger projects with better accountancy and reporting,
but overall, except the support to HandiKOS, the projects are so recent that no definitive
assessment can be made. The orientation of the projects, human development, is now
complementary and coherent with the rest of the Finnish programme (Table 2).
Table 2

The Finnish Kosovo aid portfolio.

Type of project

Titles

Large,
intergovernmental
bilateral projects
tendered to
consultancy
companies

-Support to
education
-Nursing training
-water supply and
sanitation (20002004)
-human rights
education

Projects
implemented by
Finnish NGOs
through
consultancy
contract with MFA
Unit for Western
Balkans

-Return of
refugees/
Reconstruction
Mitrovica, Finnish
Church Aid (FCA)
-LWF
-Mitrovica
Women’s Centre
-HandiKOS (-2004)
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Institutional
arrangements,
other remarks
Very high
percentage of
budget for TA;
universities
involved; tightly
controlled,
monitored and
evaluated; work
closely with
ministries but as
separate projects

Low transaction
costs, do not use
expensive TA,
reporting to MFA
and controls exist

Impact/outcome

Sustainability

Have “made a
difference” in
intermediate level
indicators (better
access to education
for children with
special needs, better
quality care in
hospitals, material
on human rights
available in local
languages etc)
Impact mainly
local, or at
individual level but
significant: higher
incomes for
farmers, interethnic
communication,
better access to
services for the

Possibilities of
sustainability exist
(Government of
Kosovo and
university do
continue the
activities after the
project), although a
“critical mass” of
change has not
happened, but is
visible and incipient
(not applicable for
mine clearing)
Uncertain
(productive small
project promotion
by FCA-LWF have
clear possibilities of
sustainability, less
so the Women’s
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-landmine clearing
ACT

Projects
implemented
through
international
organisations
(not visited during
fieldwork)

-environmental
hotspots
UNCHS/Habitat
-Food and
Agriculture
Organization of the
United Nations
(FAO) agricultural
inputs
-anti-human
trafficking
International
Organization for
Migration (IOM)
(regional, Kosovo
and Montenegro)
-women’s safety
and security UNDP

Supposedly high
transaction costs,
little control after
disbursements are
made, little external
monitoring and
reporting

Local Cooperation
Fund

Small funding to
Kosovo civil
society
organisations
-including
HandiKOS as of
2008

CIMIC

Civil-military
cooperation by the
Finnish KFOR
troops

Previously
strategically
underutilised, now
aimed at human
development;
managed at the
Liaison Office level
since 2007
Aimed at visibility,
and goodwill of the
population; short
and rapid
implementation due
to the rotation of
KFOR troops

Funding to
Finnish NGOs by
MFA
(not visited during
fieldwork)

NGOs supported
in 2008: Centre for
Trade Union
Solidarity, Finnish
Association of the
Deaf, FIDA
International
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MFA funding to
NGOs for
independent,
autonomous
projects at the
NGO’s own
initiative (cost
sharing required);
all projects
normally imply
cooperation with a
local association or
NGO

handicapped and
greater visibility for
their cause; local
NGOs
strengthened
For humanitarian
aid: hotspots
cleared and
harvests guaranteed
In others:
depending on the
case

Centre and
HandiKOS); risk
that NGOs replace
government as
service supplier
(not applicable for
environmental
hotspots and FAO
emergency seed
distribution)
No information on
sustainability

Potential
local/national
impact but so far a
punctual, limited
impact in the public
sphere

Sustainability will
not be “an issue”
for many years to
come
(except for
HandiKOS)

Punctual impact
(school equipment,
roads repaired),
only small
enterprise
promotion can
have an impact on
income generation
and employment;
have managed to
put ethnic groups
to work together
Depending on the
case

Not meant to be
sustainable except
for small
enterprises
development; these
may have
possibilities of
being sustainable

Depending on the
case
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Kosovo has also been part of some regional projects after the war in 1999. The CounterTrafficking of Human Beings -project of the International Organization for Migration
(IOM) was in fact a regional project. The Evaluation Team did not have the possibility
to visit any activities coming under regional projects because most of them came to an
end in 2005 or at the latest in 2007. Two regional projects in particular deserved
positive commendation on the interethnic reconciliation achieved by the people
involved: the multiethnic Open Fun Football Schools for young people (Finnish
contribution EUR 470,000, 2003–2007) and the Regional Exchange of News Material
“ERNO” of 12 broadcasting companies in the Balkans (EUR 950,000, 2000–2007).

4.2 Evaluation according to Peacebuilding and Fragile State
Criteria
Whereas the previous section aimed at presenting a general picture and assessment of
Finnish support to Kosovo, the present section has the objective of a specific evaluation
according to the OECD criteria for evaluating conflict prevention and peacebuilding
activities (OECD/DAC 2008). The questions cited below (in Italics) in the context of
each evaluation concept are taken directly from the corresponding OECD guidelines.
As will be seen, the Finnish Kosovo country programme does not easily fit into these
evaluation criteria. However, the exercise of contrasting the Finnish country programme
to the OECD conflict prevention criteria is useful as it highlights the fact that the
Finnish aid portfolio to Kosovo has been an institution and capacity building
programme, which better meets the criteria of assistance to fragile states of the same
organisation (OECD/DAC 2007). The OECD criteria of assistance to fragile states,
however, have not played a role in formulating the Finnish Kosovo country programme,
as the criteria postdate the programme.
4.2.1 Relevance of the Country Programme
Does the programme/projects relate meaningfully to current, key driving factors of the
(potential) conflict? Are the assumptions or theory of change, on which the activity is based,
logical; are inputs consistent with the objectives of reducing conflict?
In an immediate post-conflict situation when there is need for everything, all helpful
interventions are relevant. Despite this discouraging introduction to the topic, the
original set-up of the Finnish programme in Kosovo has been very relevant. Many, if
not all, immediate needs in such a situation were addressed. Additionally, most if not
all of the projects funded by Finland corresponded to an articulated and expressed
need from the side of the Kosovars. However, the situation seems slightly different in
later phases, if we compare the projects’ assumptions to their approach. Due to the
large role of capacity and institution building in a still explosive situation (2001–2004
or 2005), the main projects of Finnish cooperation did not directly address conflict
prevention and peacebuilding needs but rather were aimed directly at preparing for
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independence by supporting the delivery of basic services; in later years this tendency
continued at a higher institutional level. The root causes of the Kosovo conflict, largely
connected to international politics, were beyond the reach of development cooperation
projects.
Attempts to address the root causes of the conflict are visible in the human rights
project that funded local NGOs in the field of ethnic relations, and the projects
implemented by or with Finnish and local NGOs, above all the Finnish Church Aid
reconstruction project and the Mitrovica Women’s Centre, which continue to work on
the prevention of further conflict and/or peacebuilding, particularly in promoting
inter-ethnic understanding – or at least tolerance. The same applies to the CIMIC
projects.
The Finnish aid portfolio has also been relevant to and compliant with the Kosovo
Standards in respect of special education and the nurse training project, since the
Kosovo Standards included provisions on ensuring education and health care to all
communities without discrimination. Similarly, the objectives of the IOM countertrafficking project and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) initiative
on women’s safety and security were in line with the implementation of the Kosovo
Standards calling for effective action to eliminate violence against women and children,
and against trafficking and other forms of exploitation.
4.2.2 Effectiveness
To what extent were the objectives achieved? What factors contributed to achievements?
In general, most of the projects have contributed to the achievement of the respective
purposes. However, as few project documents presented numerical indicators, only
very rough achievement figures can be highlighted here. In the case of nurse training,
the Mid-Term Review from 2005 is largely positive stating that “everyone believes that
the work of the project is vital to the improvement of clinical nursing and the strategic
goals of the health care system”. According to interviews in Pristina, by the beginning
of 2008, the project had trained 3000 nurses in the 25 training centres it created. The
nursing trainers are still working regularly. The first Master’s degree students have
graduated in Special Pedagogy at the University of Pristina, three resource centres have
been equipped and trained, and 140 teachers received their in-service training in special
or inclusive education (Finnish Consulting Group Ltd 2007). HandiKOS has offered
rehabilitation and physiotherapy services to its 14,000 members.
One of the important reasons for the success has been the involvement of universities
in the projects, namely the University of Pristina in Kosovo and several universities
and polytechnics in Finland. This has also been one guarantee of sustainability due to
the “know-how intensity” and knowledge-based nature of the projects. It could be said
in retrospect that the important failure of the Nursing Education project, affecting
both its effectiveness and sustainability, has been the non-involvement of the university’s
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Faculty of Medicine in the project; a failure which now causes nurse training to rely on
a ministry that is fairly hostile to the professional advancement of nurses.
One factor contributing to the effectiveness of both long-term projects, the Nursing
Education and the Special Education, has been the special funding mechanism invented
in the immediate aftermaths of the armed conflict. The instrument was a fund for
short-term consultancies used for fact-finding, appraisals, identifications and shortterm technical assistance to Kosovo institutions. This funding mechanism enabled the
participation of junior professionals, recent graduates, and even artists, in addition to
professional consultants, and for them to gain professional experience(s) in Kosovo –
that is, exposure of a segment of the Finnish society not traditionally involved in
development cooperation. Both long-term projects were able to take advantage of this
expertise that was generated under rather precarious circumstances. For example, the
young Finnish woman who walked through rural villages in Kosovo and literally dug
people with disability out of the houses in which they had been hidden, because of the
social stigma, and recorded them for school for the first time in the history of Kosovo.
One way in which the Finnish projects were integrated into the institutional landscape
of post-conflict Kosovo may be attributed to this funding mechanism and other
unconventional, innovative solutions in post-conflict circumstances, atypical to
development cooperation.
4.2.3 Efficiency
Has this been the most efficient way to contribute to peace, institutional capacity building
and peaceful relations between ethnic groups?
Interviewees from the MFA and documentary sources both in Finland and in Kosovo
have presented the figure of 80% of aid being in the form of Technical Assistance,
meaning that 80% of the official budget of a project is paid to expatriate persons as
salaries not to operative expenses such as activities. From this perspective, cooperation
with Kosovo has not been efficient. But in institution and capacity building, the whole
concept of efficiency can be considered doubtful, even contrary to, e.g., infrastructure
construction projects. Institution building is necessarily lengthy and therefore costly.
Some delays in the implementation have been caused by political events in Kosovo –
first and foremost the riots and the practical closure of the university in 2004 – and the
unclear division of tasks and responsibilities between the Liaison Office, the Desk
Officer in Helsinki and the consultancy companies in charge of implementation.
However, all in all, the Evaluation Team finds it impossible to give an answer to the
question whether the approximately 32 M€ spent in Kosovo is a small or great amount
in relation to 50 attached classes established, the 3000 nurses trained and the fields
demined etc. There are no objective criteria by which to judge.
Concerning the second part of the question, the impression is that larger Finnish
projects focused more on Albanians in practical terms although there were serious
intentions to build peaceful relations between ethnic groups and efforts such as common
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courses for Kosovars of Albanian and Serbian backgrounds and the production of
materials in both languages. On the other hand, the underlying cause of the main
conflict between the Albanian and Serbian groups lay in the international power politics
at the UNSC, by far beyond the reach of the Finnish projects. In other words, the
projects did not directly address the root causes of the conflict. For instance, in the
nurse training project, Serbian nurses participated in the courses in the first phase of
the project because the courses were offered by an external actor, but not in the second
phase because the project was implemented by the Pristina-based Ministry of Health.
The project was thus forced to contribute to institutional capacity at the expense of
immediate ethnic integration between the Albanian and Serbian populations, although
minorities other than Serbs were well represented in the beneficiaries of all the projects.
The Mitrovica Women’s Centre as well as the FCA-LWF projects have obviously been
the most successful ones for involving all ethnic groups in the projects. In conclusion,
whatever the personal and institutional will to promote ethnic relations in Kosovo
was, the Finnish intergovernmental projects were forced to concentrate on institution
building in the face of the refusal of the Serbian population in Kosovo to collaborate.
4.2.4 Impact
What happened as a result of the programme in terms of prevention and peacebuilding?
How did the intervention impact key conflict actors or affect conflict-promoting or peacepromoting factors?
According to conventional evaluation criteria, the Finnish Kosovo country programme
has made a definitive difference. The professional capacity of 3000 hospital nurses has
been improved. In the education of children with special needs, the number of attached
classes – inclusive class rooms – was 50 by the end of 2007 compared to 45 in 2004
(up from 0 in 2000) (Finnish Consulting Group Ltd 2006; 2007), and the education
of children with special needs is included in the Pre-University Education Strategy
2007–2017 of the Kosovo Government under the chapter Justice and Participation
(Republic of Kosovo/Government 2007). People with disabilities have gained access
to the public sphere and exercised an important advocacy role in public policy formation.
In all these fields, the level achieved has improved slightly towards European levels.
Thousands of families have been resettled in new or reconstructed houses and have a
livelihood from the land (FCA/LWF project). There still remains a lot to do, but the
situation now “is America” compared to 1999 or 2000, in the eloquent words of one
interviewee. Concerning the OECD question above, an improvement in services is an
important component of lasting peace in a society, even more so as no ethnic difference
as such is made in the provision of these services. Only HandiKOS has service coverage
throughout Kosovo, including the region north of Mitrovica. In the case of other
beneficiary service providers of the Finnish country programme, their operations are
limited to the rest of the country south of Mitrovica because the Serbian government
maintains its parallel structures in the north and does not let the Pristina government
operate there.
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4.2.5 Sustainability
Will the benefits be maintained after donor support has ended? Has the intervention/
programme addressed those who benefit from the conflict or attempted to engage the
hardliners? Do locals have ownership of the programme? Have durable, long-term processes,
structures and institutions for peacebuilding been created?
Sustainability as an evaluation concept necessarily refers to individual development
interventions because not only the results, or impact, of the intervention are supposed
to be permanent over time, but also the institutional or organisational mechanism
which maintains the operations causing these results is also supposed to have continuity
beyond the external aid. All the core programme projects have some degree of
sustainability or at least elements of it, as the projects aimed at institution building
(nurse training, special education/pedagogy, human rights) have supported the creation
and strengthening of national governmental and university structures. In both the
human rights education and special education projects, an important basis for
sustainability is the anchoring in the university, and the cooperation with Finnish
institutions of higher education and research institutes. Once an objective, for instance,
special education training for teachers, is institutionalised within a university teacher
training curriculum, the continuity of training in the field is guaranteed.
With respect to public service delivery, especially in the case of nurse training and
special education, a great deal depends on the capacity and political will of the
Government of Kosovo to continue the efforts initiated under Finland’s cooperation,
such as the resource centres for disabled school children. The Evaluation Team has the
impression that at least special education will have a good degree of sustainability:
inclusive/special education is included as a priority in the Government of Kosovo’s
MTEF and the MEST has included it in the general Pre-University Education Strategy
2007–2017. The Human Rights Centre at the University of Pristina also works with
modest means but on a sustainable basis.
4.2.6 Coherence, Coordination and Complementarity
How has the programme related to other policy instruments, corresponded to a) the Finnish
priorities and b) the real needs, and c) to other donors’ interventions?
The Kosovo country programme has been fully coherent and compliant with Finnish
development cooperation guidelines, particularly in the fields of human rights and the
protection of vulnerable groups. In addition to coherence with Finnish priorities, the
country programme presents a high degree of internal coherence and therefore creates
synergies. Several projects, human rights education, support to the organisation for
the people with disability, the inclusive education, and the Mitrovica Women’s Centre,
although only at the local level have even had contacts with each other from the early
phases of the programme. The projects have also been coherent, not only relevant,
with the real needs.
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Concerning coordination, it is clear that donor coordination has been a weak point of
the UNMIK administration. Nor did the EU did do much to promote EU’s three C’s
(coordination, complementarity and coherence). However, the fact that Finland
implemented support projects in a very specific, narrow and specialised and easily
marginalised fields – such as nurse training and education and special education/
pedagogy – meant that Finnish projects were in practical terms coordinated with and
complementary to other donors’ interventions. Concerning complementarity, one
observation still has to be mentioned. The EU assistance to Kosovo is target-driven,
that is, it concentrates on pre-accession and in inscribing the acquis communautaire
into Kosovo’s legislation. From this point of view, all cooperation by the Member
States that promotes the genuine well-being of Kosovars, i.e. that is demand-driven, is
complementary with the IPA and European Partnership Action Plans.

4.3 Cross-cutting Themes
Most projects of the Finnish Kosovo country programme have directly been structured
around the cross-cutting themes of human rights and the vulnerability and the others
can also be considered rights-based, for instance access to housing. The environment
has been the topic of several projects, if clearing land mines is included, especially
during the early post-conflict period. The other projects have not had much, or any,
negative environmental impacts, although the environment has not been mainstreamed
as a cross-cutting issue in the country programme as a whole or in the individual core
projects. The concentration on human rights and rights-based access to services in the
country programme implies, on the other hand, that other aspects, such as economic
development, have almost been set aside apart from some small enterprise projects of
the CIMIC and the small productive investments of the FCA-LWF project.
The issue of gender and gender equality is more complicated, although gender equality
is mentioned as goal in all the available project documents of the Finnish country
assistance programme for Kosovo. There are several ways to view the achievements in
this regard. Most nurses are female, thus their professional training increases their
social status and personal independence. Normally, the majority of public sector
healthcare patients are also female, and from this point of view, better clinical nursing
favours women more than men. Excluding the projects directly involved with women,
the Mitrovica Women’s Centre; the IOM’s anti-human trafficking and the UNDP’s
women’s safety and security projects, the Finnish projects have not been gender sensitive.
In some cases, such as special education, there has been no progress in the field of
gender equity in spite of efforts, as the percentage of girls in attached classes has not
increased during the period of the FSDEK II (Finnish Consulting Group Ltd 2007).
Most individuals involved with the Finnish projects, especially the local staff, have
been male, which most probably accurately reflects the overall gender situation in
Kosovo.
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In conclusion, on the basis of this analysis according to the criteria of peacebuilding
and conflict prevention, the Finnish country programme in Kosovo evidences
characteristics of “normal” institution and capacity building of development cooperation
in fragile states. Apart from two NGO projects in the Mitrovica region, the programme
has not been a conflict prevention programme in the first place. The main reason for
conflict in Kosovo since 1999 has been, in the last instance, superpower politics at the
UN Security Council. Therefore, in practice, peacebuilding and reconciliation between
the ethnic groups was possible only on a very local scale. Any other peacebuilding
should have taken place at the diplomatic level in the international arenas (and it has
taken place – cf. the Ahtisaari Plan).

4.4 Appraisal of the Kosovo Strategy 2008–2011
This analysis of the most recent Western Balkans strategy for 2008–2011 concentrates
only on Kosovo, paying particular attention to future plans and the proposed modalities
of cooperation. The plan is dated March 17, 2008, and its earlier version was discussed
at the Development Policy Steering Group (KEPO) of the MFA on February 12,
2008. The final version formed the basis of the mandate given by KEPO to the Unit
for Western Balkans at the Brussels Pledging Conference of July 2008 where the main
points of the strategy were announced.
The background to the new strategy for Kosovo was the 2007 Development Policy
Programme (MFA 2007a) and the fact that the present intergovernmental projects
came to an end in 2008. According to the Strategy, the reasons for continuing
intergovernmental cooperation with Kosovo and not, e.g. with Bosnia-Herzegovina,
are numerous: Kosovo is the poorest and least developed country in the Western Balkans
region and therefore most urgently needs external aid. Furthermore, the support to
Kosovo is justified by the existence of a Liaison Office in Pristina and Finland’s
prominent political role in UNMIK (SRSG Holkeri) and in the Status Settlement
(President Ahtisaari). The use of the term intergovernmental in the strategy is worth
highlighting here because the planned cooperation is not strictly speaking intergovernmental but rather support to the Kosovo Government through legal agreements with
third parties and support to NGOs, due to the fact that there is no intergovernmental
framework agreement for development cooperation between Kosovo and Finland, and
neither will there be one, according to the strategy and the interviews.
The strategic choice of the new strategy is to support the implementation of the Ahtisaari Plan. While the Ahtisaari Plan establishes integration into “Euro-Atlantic
structures” as the goal for Kosovo, the new MFA strategy fails to explicitly address the
present situation of the IPA, European Partnership Action Plans and other significant
pre-accession processes that seem to be the priority for the Kosovo Government in all
sectors. In other words, the MFA strategy for support to Kosovo is not explicitly seen
as part of EU communitarian support to Kosovo’s EU integration, but rather as a
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nationalist projection of Finland supporting a strategy for Kosovo designed by a Finnish
person President Ahtisaari; the UN is not mentioned in this context. This may not be
the explicit goal of the plan but this is how the text easily lends itself to be interpreted
(e.g. Commission of the European Communities 2005; 2007).
One reason for the failure to explicitly address pre-accession may be that the strategy
was only slightly modified between the February and March versions, noting in passing
the Independence Declaration of Kosovo and Finland’s recognition of it, but failing to
integrate later developments (EULEX etc). This failure means that the strategy may be
a bit out-dated from the very start as enthusiasm for European integration is evident in
Kosovo from young nurses to old ministers. As such, there should be no grounds for
this hesitation to focus on European integration since Finland did recognise Kosovo’s
independence, and therefore has taken sides in this issue of international relations.
With respect to the legal basis of the cooperation, the strategy for Kosovo proposes to
find existing organisations to sign implementation agreements with, in order not to
have to undergo the process of preparing an intergovernmental agreement, which is
claimed to be time-consuming and laborious for both sides. Therefore, all Finnish aid
to Kosovo will have to be given either to trust funds, other donors, multilateral
organisations or NGOs; even sectoral programmes would be excluded because in this
instance the signatory counterpart would be a ministry of the receiving government.
In this respect, Finland constitutes an exception among bilateral donors. According to
interviews in Pristina, the Kosovo Government is eager and willing to further ratify
existing agreements signed with UNMIK on behalf of the PISG, and no other donor
in Pristina considered the basis for a legal agreement to be problematic. For instance,
Norway recently concluded an intergovernmental agreement in a fortnight and Sweden
is planning to update the existing agreement without any special concerns of it being
laborious. The situation suggests that the present legal basis (or rather the lack thereof )
is a conscious political choice by Finland.
Here, we are facing a situation in which the lack of a legal framework agreement dictates
the very strategy and the modalities of cooperation. This may well be the main difference
between the long-term partner countries and the non-long-term partner countries:
there is no intergovernmental agreement allowing for direct support to the partner
government (at both central and local levels). Therefore, normal good practices and
principles of development cooperation, especially those of the Paris Declaration and
the OECD guidelines for fragile states (OECD/DAC 2008), cannot fully be put into
practice.
The “participation plan for further Kosovo cooperation”, as the strategy is literally
called in the document, establishes the MTEF as the framework for Finnish aid. The
two sectors or fields of participation chosen are education and local level development,
in order to honour the spirit of the new Development Policy of Finland of 2007 and
because the Ahtisaari Plan contains decentralisation and local governance as priorities.
The cooperation in support of local level development is planned to be channelled
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entirely through Finnish (and possibly other) civil society associations, with the total
amount of some 5.5 M€ over four years, and strictly excluding direct support to local
governments. The concrete support initiatives to local development are not yet clearly
defined, but are at the stage of ideas. The possibilities mentioned to the Evaluation
Team were the continuation of the FCA-LWF project in the Mitrovica Region, a forestry
training project through joint funding with Sweden, and a Red Cross-Red Crescent
youth project. In any case, further Finnish funding to Kosovo will exclude direct support
to municipal governments according to the plan. The Evaluation Team finds it difficult
to pronounce any judgement on the projects themselves because no definitive assistance
plan was presented for assessment.
It has to be noted, however, that the channelling of aid through NGOs (corresponding
to about 40% of the total Finnish grant portfolio) implies that the funds will not
appear in Kosovo’s national budget, which is against the principles of the Paris
Declaration and against the OECD Guidelines for Fragile States. Here, we again face
the situation where the basis of the legal agreement (or the lack thereof ) dictates the
modalities of cooperation. On the other hand, NGO projects are not limited to the
same degree as official projects by the international power politics (Serbs refusing to
collaborate in any initiative coming from the government in Pristina) and can work
with relative ease with different ethnic groups. Despite this situation, Finland should
channel as much of its aid as possible so that it shows in the Kosovo Government’s
budget and therefore also in its GDP statistics.
With respect to education, Finland’s explicit goal is to guarantee inclusiveness through
the consideration of special needs education. Special needs education is also one of the
priorities of the new Kosovo MTEF for 2008–2011 Republic of Kosovo 2008; therefore,
it can be said that the choice corresponds to local priorities and plans. Of the two
ministries with which Finland has worked in previous years, the Ministry of Health
and the Ministry of Education, the latter is clearly better positioned to define relevant
strategies and coordinate donor aid, whereas the Ministry of Health continues to suffer
from the legacy of having been the minority-led ministry of previous governments.
There is a risk, however, that the sector is becoming crowded, with practically all
donors flocking around the topic of education. Therefore, Finland’s decision to continue
supporting special/inclusive education seems correct: it is very unlikely that another
important donor could now take over the more marginal and less prominent subsector, which is by and large now considered by everybody, including the government
and donors alike, as being Finland’s “turf ”. It is even possible that the sector figures as
a priority in the MTEF in order to attract funding from Finland for the MTEF.
Therefore, contrary to their preconceived idea before the field visit to Kosovo, the
Evaluation Team considers that vocational education and training would not be the
best choice for Finland in Kosovo at this moment. This is because the vocational
education and training sector is becoming very crowded with numerous donors in a
state of non-coordination, who to a large extent consider that Kosovo is one of the
youthful migrant manual labour solutions for an ageing Europe. Finland can best take
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advantage of its experience and know-how by concentrating on special and inclusive
education, a sector in which Finland has already consolidated its impact and has working
relations with the MEST and the University of Pristina. It is in narrow specialised
fields with strong in-country expertise that a small donor makes the strongest impact,
and it is in the field of special education that the idea of “value-added” of Finnish
cooperation in Kosovo can best materialise.
The chosen instrument for supporting the education sector is the Multi-Donor Trust
Fund (MDTF) administered by the WB, and the budgeted amount for 2008–2011 is
7.5 M€ in preliminary disbursing plans. The Evaluation Team is not totally convinced
that the WB MDTF is the appropriate means to guarantee inclusiveness and special
needs education in the school system in Kosovo, except as a temporary or complementary
instrument. In any case, no money should be deposited in the fund until a risk assessment
(e.g. Department for International Development’s Fiduciary Risk Assessment) has been
carried out, preferably as a joint effort by interested donors (see, e.g. Çoha 2008).
The main argument here refers to the fact that in a multi-donor fund, the main
instrument of monitoring success is a performance assessment matrix (or framework),
where only a very limited number of indicators can be monitored, and not the joint
multi-donor nature of the fund as such. The present issue is whether there will be an
indicator strong enough to mainstream accessibility, for instance, and other special
needs for inclusive education in all the proposed expenditures made by the fund. The
Evaluation Team was told at the WB Pristina Office that the fund cannot be earmarked, but is open budget support to the Government of Kosovo, the indicators for
which will be taken from the social sectors. This question is ever more important as the
plans the WB has for using the MDTF include the building of schools (80% emphasis
on infrastructure; WB 2008), and in addition to education, health and the pension
system also form part of the proposed targets of the fund. Unless supported by specialised
technical assistance, a multi-sector multi-donor fund is too broad an instrument to
guarantee the continuation of such a narrow and specialised field as that of special
education and inclusive schooling.
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED
The specific history of Finnish support to Kosovo as a response to a conflict situation
by a number of actors, individuals and coincidences has made the Finnish Kosovo
country programme “embedded”, that is, a large contact interface of Finnish society
has been involved. In this way, Kosovo is an atypical case for Finnish development
cooperation where usually the priorities come from intergovernmental consultations.
A second consequence of Kosovo not being a long-term partner country is that the
lack of an intergovernmental agreement imposes the modalities/instruments of
cooperation. In the case of Kosovo, this fact has come to light only after independence
and continues to have an impact on Finnish cooperation. The principles of the Paris
Declaration cannot be fully put into practice as under these circumstances the
Government of Kosovo cannot be signatory counterpart of Finland. By the same token,
the Kosovo authorities have had difficulties in adopting and adapting to a role as an
aid-receiving country, which historically represents a certain “de-graduation” from an
industrialised to a developing country in terms of international status. These difficulties
are manifest in the hesitation with which donor and aid coordination have been managed
so far; the situation, however, is now improving greatly.
During the early phases of the country programme, clever use was made of innovative,
atypical, “flexible” solutions well-adapted to the post-conflict situation. For instance, a
funding mechanism allowed for short term Technical Advisors to be sent to Kosovo,
and in the tendering of the health project (nurse training), companies interested in
tendering were invited to a joint field visit.
Over time, the large number of different sectors covered in the immediate post-conflict
situation by Finnish funding gradually decreased, and the country programme narrowed
down to what has been termed in this report a “core programme”, which is very much
focused on the cross-cutting issues of Finnish development policies, such as human
rights and the vulnerability, giving it high internal coherence and synergies between
the projects, not only potentially but in practice. The narrow and specific orientation
of the projects (human rights, the disabled, special/inclusive education, and nurse
training to a minor extent) meant that the Finnish Kosovo country programme was
complementary with other donors’ interventions, since practically few or no other
donor funded the same specific sub-sectors consisting of “underdogs” (the people with
disability, children with special needs, nurses as the lowest rank in the healthcare
hierarchy). The Kosovo country programme has not been a peace building and conflict
prevention programme in the first place (with the exception of some NGO projects)
but rather an institution and capacity building programme, albeit in a very narrow and
specialised field, especially after 2004 when the projects entered into a second phase
with higher institutional support ambitions. The root causes of the Kosovo conflict
were not directly addressed by the projects and the country programme ended
supporting the majority ethnic group, partly involuntarily. The Kosovo country
programme is a proof that a small donor can make a difference by concentrating on a
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single issue, with strong in-country expertise such as in Finland and the involvement
of a large civil society interface. The knowledge-based nature of Finnish aid to Kosovo
has also been a guarantee of sustainability, to the extent that the capacity built through
the programme has been institutionalised in a university. The history of the cooperation
between the two partners also makes future cooperation fertile ground for institutional
twinning arrangements between universities through the new Institutional Cooperation
Instrument, ICI.
On the other hand, the very high internal coherence of the programme and complementarity
between the projects derived from their narrow specialisation makes it very difficult to
renew and introduce new fields of action and modalities without jeopardising the
entire construct achieved, including Finland’s name as a reliable partner that supports
the disabled and children with special needs. For example, with the exception of some
small projects or NGO funds, economic development has been absent from Finnish
support to Kosovo, in spite of the fact that it is acknowledged that the economy is key
for the future of the country. In terms of future aid modalities, the “new” instruments
of budget support and sectoral programmes are too “broad” to target narrow specialised
fields, such as special and inclusive education, unless accompanied by technical
assistance. What is at stake here is that Finland risks losing the privileged position that
it has carved out as a respected and specialised donor in special and inclusive education
(for risks in a transition country, see the case of Namibia; Valjas, White, ThompsonCoon & Gowaseb 2008). The Evaluation Team is not suggesting that Finland should
not participate in joint funding mechanisms, only that they should be complemented
with specialised technical assistance to guarantee the sustainability of what has been
achieved already.
In terms of critical observations, one case of a failed transition from emergency aid to
institution and capacity building was that of nurse training where the beneficiaries
cannot get accredited for the 120 European Credit Transform and Accumulation System
(ECTS) credits they have completed because no harmonisation of their background
education and their new training could be carried out. The result of this failure is a
group of very enthusiastic young nursing trainers becoming disappointed because in
the absence of a degree, their educational efforts will not be recognised in career
advancement or their salary level. This situation, and the subsequent frustration of the
nursing trainers, is the result of a failed transition from emergency aid to institutional
development, where the objectives and means/strategies have not been concordant
despite significant effectiveness in achieving the project’s objectives. In Pristina it was
locally suggested that a Finnish polytechnic might offer the solution by officially
enrolling the nursing trainers as degree students.
Finally, the new Kosovo strategy 2008–2011 risks becoming outdated even before it
starts as it places great emphasis on the Ahtisaari Plan while practically ignoring preaccession and EU integration as long-term goals, and this in a situation where Kosovo
is bubbling with Euro-enthusiasm.
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations are grouped according to time in descending order from the
present to the past, and from the more urgent matters to more latent and “structural”
issues. The recommendations are bolded and numbered, and their justifications are in
normal type.
1.

Finland should bear in mind that its contribution to the development of Kosovo
is part of the pre-accession process and European integration and the country’s
efforts to achieve European standards.

In Pristina, even the locus of donor coordination now takes place within the context of
EU integration.
2.

The Liaison Office of Finland in Pristina should actively participate in the EUled coordination and make sure that other donors are aware of Finland’s plans
at a sufficiently early stage, and keep Helsinki updated about other donors’
plans for Kosovo in order to enhance synergies and prevent overlapping.

The impression is that the donors are making efforts to learn from the deficient
coordination and overlapping projects during UNMIK’s administration. The Kosovo
Government too is beginning to understand the importance of ownership, the
coordination of external aid and harmonisation according to the principles of the Paris
Declaration.
3.

The Liaison Office of Finland in Pristina should closely follow the development
of coordination of external aid mechanisms in Kosovo, and ensure that Finland
follows these mechanisms and thus supports the efforts of the Government of
Kosovo.

Finland has envisaged channelling the bulk of its support to the education sector via
MDTF, which is a direct budget support where the performance indicators employed
are in the field of social services (health, the entire education sector and pensions
reform). The evaluation finds a joint multi-donor funding arrangement such as the
MDTF too broad an instrument for targeting support to such a narrow and specialised
field as special/inclusive education.
4.

Therefore, Finland should immediately start organising technical assistance (an
Advisor) for the MEST, Unit of Special Education, in order to prevent, or reduce,
gaps in support.

The advisor’s tasks would be to
a) support the Unit of Special Education of the MEST,
b) assist the Liaison Office in sectoral coordination roundtables,
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c) undertake proactive participation in the multi-donor process in order to
mainstream inclusivity and special needs such as accessibility in all sectoral
plans (also in collaboration with the civil society advocacy work of people
with disabilities), including architectural plans for new infrastructure,
d) to collaborate with the University, Faculty of Education, to create interinstitutional arrangements (institutional cooperation instrument, ICI) with
the University of Jyväskylä, Special Pedagogy.
5.

In spite of the lack of a framework agreement, Finland should strive, wherever
possible, to channel its aid to Kosovo so that it shows in the Government of
Kosovo’s budget and GDP statistics.

The status of Kosovo as a fixed-term partner country means that there is no intergovernmental framework agreement and the signatory partner of Finland cannot be
the Government of Kosovo. Finnish support to Kosovo thus faces a situation in which
the agreement basis defines the modalities of aid, and not all the principles of the Paris
Declaration can be fully implemented.
6.

Finland can achieve the best results by concentrating its resources in narrow,
specialised fields of activities that are complementary to other donors’ support
in the same sectors, and by committing to long-term involvement in the chosen
fields.

The Finnish Kosovo country programme has not significantly suffered from deficient
donor coordination during the UNMIK administration. This fact is due to Finland’s
long-term concentration in narrow fields of specialisation that support and complement
other, larger donors’ interventions. This is why the evaluation finds that Finland should
therefore continue supporting special/inclusive education and the disabled in Kosovo;
this is where Finnish value-added is currently created in the most effective way in
Kosovo
7.

The Liaison Office should distribute information about Finnish civil society
foundations, especially KIOS and Abilis, among Kosovo NGOs working in the
fields of human rights and the disabled. This would enhance Finnish valueadded in Kosovo.

It was found that the Kosovo country programme is heavily focused on human rights
and the vulnerable, especially the people with disability, including school children
with special needs. Thus, the programme emphasised the cross-cutting themes of Finnish
development policy programmes. The core programme has had high internal coherence
and synergies between the projects.
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8.

Finland should actively search for a solution to the problem of the missing 60
ECTS credits for the nursing trainers. In the transition from humanitarian aid
to normal development cooperation, the continuum and breaks in objectives
and implementation modalities have to be considered individually in each case.

It was noticed that in all the large intergovernmental projects there was a switch in the
years 2004–2005 to more ambitious institution building objectives. In one case, the
project failed to correctly address the transition from post-conflict emergency aid to
institutional and capacity development. The nurse training project has created frustration
among its participants because they cannot complete a BA degree in nursing science
due to their pre-university level basic schooling.
9.

The MFA should actively seek to promote the new Institutional Cooperation
Instrument (ICI) between Finnish and Kosovo universities/polytechnics.

A key to sustainability has been the involvement of Kosovo and Finnish universities in
the projects. ICI, the new instrument for inter-institutional cooperation could act as
important additional support to other Finnish contributions to Kosovo. The contacts
made between the UP Human Rights Centre and the Åbo Akademi Human Rights
Institute (ÅHRI, part of the Åbo Akademi in Turku) during the Human Rights
Education project never disappeared totally and could be easily upgraded through an
ICI arrangement. The Special Education project has involved the University of Jyväskylä with the University of Pristina Faculty of Education, and this institutional link
could go on and strengthen independently of other Finnish support to the sector. An
effort should also be made to include the Mitrovica University in this cooperation.
10. Greater emphasis should be paid to the integration of minorities through local
level and NGO projects in the Mitrovica region and by involving, for example,
Mitrovica University in the activities relating to Finnish support for special
education.
The Finnish projects, with the exception of NGO projects, have sided more with the
ethnic majority group despite efforts in the projects to integrate all ethnic groups into
their activities.
11. In atypical situations, such as immediately after a crisis, innovative and flexible
instruments should be used.
Rapid post-conflict reaction and project formulation were greatly aided by a fund for
short-term TA and consultancies and other non-conventional, although perhaps atypical
flexible solutions.
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12. The LCF should be considered as a supporting instrument for budgetary support
to NGOs (multi-donor funds or sectoral programmes) to promote the watchdog
role of civil society organisations, including public expenditure tracking surveys
and gender equality.
The LCF is in line with the general country programme but could be used more
strategically.
In the present situation, an NGO can in theory apply and get funding from several
liaison offices. Information exchange mechanisms could be developed between the
offices, if the possibility of a joint LCF of several donors is not within sight. Finland
could take a leading role in LCF donor coordination.
13. There should be active support for women’s organisations from the LCF
The LCF is in line with the general country programme but could be used more
strategically. The Kosovo country programme has largely been gender-blind, despite
attempts to include gender in project practices.
14. The management of the CIMIC funds should be simplified so that the Liaison
Office need not separately approve all the projects, especially the smallest ones.
The projects should start using bank transfers instead of cash payments.
The CIMIC projects have an impact on local employment and have succeeded in
promoting inter-ethnic collaboration, but the management of CIMIC projects is too
heavy in view of the size of the projects.

7 THE WAY AHEAD
There are two strategic choices for Finland now. On one hand, it has to strike a balance
between support to the Status Settlement (the Ahtisaari Plan) and a more explicit
orientation towards pre-accession and EU enlargement. The new strategy for West
Balkans support in 2008–2011 is rather timid in making this choice, although it is to
be expected that the recent unification of the Unit for Western Balkans with the
Enlargement Unit will strengthen the unit’s EU orientation, which, as such, may be
contrary to some old dominant ideas and fears within the foreign policy establishment
in Finland.
On the other hand, Finland will have to deal with the dilemma facing Kosovo: in order
to become a credible pre-accession European Partner and candidate for enlargement,
it will have to learn to become a good receiving country of development aid. The
young, independent Kosovo Government is clearly at the learning stage in this respect.
In this situation, the best choice for Finland is a combination of funding that allows
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the Government of Kosovo to carry out its normal government functions without
falling into the long-term aid trap, and strategic technical assistance in well targeted
area(s). Moral support and sharing expertise may be more important than aid money,
and thanks to the broad contact interface created over the years with Kosovo, Finland
is well positioned to continue supporting the newly independent country of the Balkans
on an equal footing without the respective roles of “donor” and “target”.
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ANNEX 1 TERMS OF REFERENCE
Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland
Department for Development Policy
Unit for Evaluation and Internal Auditing

Terms of Reference for the Evaluation of

Kosovo Country Programme
1. Background
1.1. Political context
Kosovo is one of the poorest areas in Europe with a per capita income estimated at
€1118 per annum in 2006. It is a landlocked country with approximately two million
people of whom 90 % are Albanian and 5 % Serbian and the remaining 5 % consisting
of some other minority groups. Ethnic conflicts in the region after the disintegration
of the former Yugoslavian Republic affected also Kosovo. Violent fighting between the
Yugoslavian security forces and the Kosovo Liberation Army led to a refugee crisis and
finally, the launch of a NATO air strike on Yugoslavia. The dramatic events in 1996–
1999 severely damaged the economy and the structures of civil society of Kosovo,
which had already started to deteriorate under the 10-year power of the Serbs.
After Yugoslavia accepted the peace plan, the UN Security Council Resolution 1244
authorised the United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK).
Efforts of reconciliation between Albanian and Serb populations have been at the
heart of the UN Kosovo status settlement proposal that also Finland has actively
supported since 1999. Two prominent Finns (Harri Holkeri and former President of
Finland Martti Ahtisaari) have been actively involved in the promotion of stability and
development of Kosovo. Mr. Ahtisaari’s plan formed the basis for the development
strategy of the Kosovo Government and financing plans of the donors.
The 2001 elections in Kosovo enabled the establishment of the Provisional Institutions
of Self-Government (PISG) including the President, the Assembly and the Government
of Kosovo. The Assembly of Kosovo issued a unilateral declaration of independence
on 17 February 2008. In rapid succession, several states – Finland among them –
recognised the independence of Kosovo. However, many countries are reluctant to
recognise an independent Kosovo – Russia and some EU member states for example –
as they considered that it was not in accordance with UN Security Council Resolution
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1244, which formally recognised Yugoslav (Serbian) sovereignty over Kosovo. Political
tensions in Serbia are high, and ethnical tensions have led already to some localised
violent incidents in Kosovo. UN Resolution 1244 is still in force, which means that
ultimate responsibility for the administration of Kosovo falls on the UN Special
Representative.
1.2. Reconstruction of Kosovo
Since the end of the conflict in June 1999, Kosovo’s reconstruction has been in progress
with the local efforts and significant donor support (€2 billion, World Bank estimate
in March 2008). However, big challenges remain in the social and economic areas.
Income poverty is widespread. Approximately 45 % of the population live below
€1.42 per day and 15 % below €0.93. Unemployment is widespread and especially
problematic among the young people. The health situation is among the worst in
South East Europe. Tuberculosis is more common than in neighboring states. Child
mortality is high and a large part of the population lives on inadequate nutrition.
Mental health problems and disability stemming from the war add to the problems. In
the education sector there are clear signs of improvement even though the quality is
still of concern, as is the lack of sufficient school premises.
According to international opinion, including the World Bank, Kosovo has achieved
encouraging results in ensuring macroeconomic stability, a prerequisite for luring foreign
investments. Mining and energy sectors are, according to World Bank estimates,
potential key sources of future growth. The temperate climate and fertile soil make
agriculture another potential source of growth.
1.3. Donors in Kosovo
Alongside the UN, the biggest bilateral donors, international financing institutions, as
well as several NGOs have all contributed with their humanitarian and/or reconstruction
aid to the alleviation of the hardships in the post-conflict period.
The World Bank, together with some other international financing institutions, has
supported Kosovo’s stability and reconstruction with 116 million dollars since 1999,
the World Bank mainly through the International Development Agency (IDA). The
World Bank landmark projects are targeted to education, energy, land reclamation,
and strengthening of the business environment,
The EU launched its Stability and Association Process (SAP) to the Western Balkan
countries after the split of the former Yugoslavian Republic. From 2000 to 2006, the
EU financed Kosovo support through the CARDS (Community Assistance for
Reconstruction, Development and Stabilisation) programme. The full portfolio for
the Western Balkan amounted to €5.13 billion out of which €1,52 billion were allocated
to Serbia and Montenegro (including Kosovo) from 2002 to 2006. The EU wanted,
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however, to shift away from the stability assistance to the region. Therefore, a new
program, the Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA), came into force in January
2007, bringing all pre-accession support into one single, focussed instrument and
replacing SAP and CARDS. The financial allocation to Kosovo under IPA for 2007–
2010 is €326.4 million. The support will cover: capacity building of institutions;
strengthening of the rule of law; return, integration and cultural heritage; building an
enabling economic environment for all Kosovo’s communities; road infrastructure;
support for local government; education; energy; food safety and veterinary services;
public procurement.
As Kosovo is now expected to move gradually from post-conflict reconstruction to
longer-term economic and social development, the donors are considering how to
respond to this shift. However, according to the OECD/DAC criteria Kosovo can be
categorised as a fragile state. The OECD/DAC principles for engagement in fragile
states say that “critical to underpinning whole-of-government approaches in fragile states is
recognition that long-term stability, support to state-building and development can be
achieved when governance and institutional capacity-building is built in the approach.
Approaches must be both timely and flexible”. The OECD/DAC principles emphasise
the critical importance of coherent and integrated action by political, economic and
development actors. Efforts of donors and other actors must be mutually reinforcing.
1.4. Finland’s development support to Kosovo
Kosovo does not belong to the eight main recipients of the Finnish Official Development
Aid (ODA). Consequently, there are no regular bilateral negotiations and no longterm financial frames. The Finnish Development Policy, the most recent one from
2007, is the main instrument that guides the Finnish development cooperation in
post-conflict countries. The main principle is to work in close cooperation with the
EU and other multilateral and bilateral actors.
The overarching principle of Finnish aid has been that it constitutes a natural part of
the assistance of the EU and its member states. In practise, the EU Agency for
Reconstruction (EAR) has acted as the coordinating office among EU member states
since 2000. Finland has been a member in the Committee administering the CARDS
programme and in the Executive Board of the EAR trying to influence the contents,
quality and administration of the EU aid. Coordination and coherence among various
actors of the international aid community has been a challenge and there has been a
real need to try to improve exchange of information and transparency.
In general, the Finnish support has been designed to meet the requirements of the
general development cooperation objectives of Finland and the internationally approved
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Finland has directed its principal support
to the health, education and human rights sectors, where Finland has strong knowhow. At present, nearly all of the interventions are at their final stage of implementation.
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Kosovo has also received assistance through Finland’s regional support programmes
to the Western Balkan countries. The continuation of these programs will also be
reconsidered.
The aid has been channelled through bilateral projects, Finnish NGOs, multilateral
organizations and the Local Development Funds under the Pristina Office of the
Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland (MFA). In addition, Finland has financed the
Civil Military Cooperation (CIMIC) activities of the Finnish contingent of the Nato
lead international force in Kosovo (KFOR) and provided experts to some other
international institution building programmes in support of legislative and police
development (Outline for the Finnish support to the Western Balkan countries 2003,
Annex 1).
In the Pristina office of the MFA, an expert in development cooperation was recruited
to complement the staff of the office. She started her work first by the beginning of
January 2008.
The Unit responsible for the Kosovo Programme in the MFA has already started to
draft the outlines for the future aid programme (Annex 2). The promotion of political
stability, support for the solution of Kosovo’s legal status, and the implementation of
Mr. Ahtisaari’s plan remain the central elements in Finnish involvement and political
dialogue with Kosovo. In addition to diplomatic activity, support to KFOR and civilian
crisis management, development cooperation will still be an important complementary
element to other actions. According to tentative plans, Finnish development cooperation
is to focus more on local communities in the countryside, as decentralised development
is an essential prerequisite for the realisation of the ethnic, social and economic tensions
in Kosovo. Finland’s intention is to continue with special education by integrating it
better into the overall education service delivery. For this purpose, the MFA is planning
to initiate cooperation with the World Bank education sector programme. Kosovo will
continue to be a partner in the regional assistance programmes. In short, the central
element in the present support plans is to coordinate the Finnish support better with
other actors, or channel it through other organizations to reduce heavy administrative
arrangements.
2. Purpose of the evaluation
The purpose of the evaluation is twofold:
1) An analysis of the achievements and weaknesses in the approach and the implementation
of the cooperation modes Finland has chosen for its support to Kosovo. The evaluators
have to study how the aid has evolved due to the changing circumstances (after the
war, five years later and presently). This analysis will take into account the
development policies and strategies of Finland and Kosovo valid during 1999–2007
and the role and value added Finland has brought to the development of Kosovo’s
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stability and reconstruction as the member of the EU and the international aid
community.
2) Based on the conclusions of the above analysis and the new development policy of
Finland (2007) and the new Mid-Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) of Kosovo
(April 2008) the evaluation team is expected to give clear recommendations on
strategic choices, suitable instruments and cooperation modes for the future, in order
to contribute to the further development of the Finnish development assistance to
Kosovo. An innovative and informative approach, taking into account the possible
Finnish value added is required.
3. Objectives of the evaluation
The overall objective of the evaluation is to improve the Finnish aid to Kosovo by
providing information on how to utilise the available funds in the best possible way,
and to analyse, which development partners should Finland work with to produce the
best results.
The overall objective will be achieved through:
3.1. An analysis on whether Finland’ strategy and interventions have been designed
and implemented in a way that improves performance in central sectors and
institutions for development and in accordance with the local development plans
and the international principles governing work in Kosovo.
3.2. An analysis on to which extent the MFA has taken efforts to integrate crosscutting
themes into the aid programme as required by the Finnish Development Policy,
particularly the Human Rights Based Approach (HRBA).
3.3. The gathering of evidence based information on whether Finland’s approach is
contributing to sustainable reconstruction in Kosovo. The evaluation will also
offer insight in the existing plans for future and make suggestions to improve
them to gain sustainable results.
3.4. The gathering of analysed information on the lessons learnt from the experiences
so far, also with regard to experiences of various other bilateral and multilateral
actors in Kosovo, which could be beneficial for future support.
To be able to fulfil the objectives of the evaluation the evaluators must examine the
support policies and aid implementation and give sound reasoning why or why not
Finland has been successful in its assistance to Kosovo and which kind of assistance
would bring about better effectiveness and impact.
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4. Scope of the Evaluation
The evaluation will include the whole period of the Finnish assistance to Kosovo from
1999 to this day. It is essential to assess thoroughly the programme from the beginning,
to understand how the assistance programme has evolved, on what premises certain
decisions and choices were made.
Mr. Ahtisaari’s plans for the development of Kosovo serve as a central reference base
for the whole evaluation. The evaluation shall cover all the elements of the Finnish
development assistance including the role and impact of the MFA and the Pristine
office on one hand, and the external consultants and institutions/organisations involved
in designing and implementing the financed activities on the other. In addition, the
role of the PISG, the EU, the multilateral community and UNMIK as the umbrella of
all aid is to be studied. In short, the team shall evaluate the entire aid portfolio in
relation to the overall development efforts in Kosovo.
The work of the evaluators will include a desk study on the existing documentation on
the Finnish aid interventions and interviews in Helsinki. In additions the team could
conduct a short literature survey on Kosovo reconstruction support and related actions,
relevant to this evaluation. A field visit to Kosovo is an essential part of the evaluation,
and enough time has to be reserved for this part to facilitate interviews with all relevant
organisations and stakeholders, and to familiarise itself properly with the existing aid
architecture, present plans and trends in the country.
5. Evaluation issues
5.1. Relevance
– To what extent has the Finnish assistance taken into account the international political
context in Kosovo in designing and implementing its support programme? How
have the recent OECD principles for engagement in fragile states affected the Finnish aid?
– Has the support followed the Finnish development cooperation principles applicable
during 2000–2008, including the importance of crosscutting issues (human rights,
equity and gender issues, rights of the women and girls, rights of children, disabled
and indigenous people and rights of minorities, rule of law, governance and
environment) and participatory approach? How has this affected the relevance of
the aid programme?
– Are the interventions until 2008 and the planned new ones central and relevant to
sustainable development in the country in view of the institutional and coordination
capacity of the PISG and UNMIK and are they in compliance with Kosovo’s
development plans and priorities (MTEF)?
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– Are/were the objectives and strategies based on an adequate context analysis, including
the absorption capacity in Kosovo? Have short- and long-term strategies been adjusted
to the possible changes in the circumstances and have the changes contributed to
the relevance of interventions?
– Are the interventions relevant to the needs identified? Has the Finnish assistance
and the aid modalities chosen been correct in the initial phase?
– How has the Finnish aid addressed the multi-ethnicity of Kosovo society? How
relevant has the targeting of the aid been?
– Have the beneficiaries and stakeholders, including also other cooperating partners,
perceived the interventions as relevant?
5.2. Effectiveness
– Have Finnish aid instruments been suitable for the circumstances during the period
1999–2007 and how have they affected the effectiveness of the Finnish aid?
– Have the interventions achieved their purpose and objectives? How has the nature
and background of the assistance since 2000 evolved?
– Have the objectives been achieved in accordance with an agreed/reasonable
timeframe? Have the intended beneficiaries been reached?
– Is the assistance targeted in a way that contributes to the achievement of objectives?
Were gender, youth, children and relevant horizontal inequalities (ethnic, religious,
geographical etc.) taken into consideration?
– Has there been a system of monitoring and evaluation (M&E) in place to monitor
the progress and does it fulfil the requirements for measuring progress of interventions
and the overall aid?
– What kind of methodology has been used in the design and the implementation?
How did the participatory approaches feature in the design and the implementation?
How would you assess the level of ownership of the Kosovo authorities/communities
etc.?
– Has the support been designed and implemented to promote capacity of individuals/
institutions? Has strengthening of capacity been identified as a central element of
the support? Were the interventions emphasising issues which need most attention
in a fragile state?
– What role has the Finnish development aid had in peace building and in the
alleviation of tensions?
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– To what extent have the Finnish interventions complemented other donors’ activities?
– What role has the Finnish know-how played in the assistance programme and what
has been its value added?
– To what extent has the regional cooperation been of assistance for Kosovo’s
reconstruction and development?
– What have been the major factors promoting/hampering the aid effectiveness?
5.3. Efficiency
– Assess whether the outputs and outcomes correspond to investments/inputs.
– Is the management and coordination of the Finnish aid cost-efficient?
– Assess the aid governance procedures, funds actually spent and the channels used
(bilateral, multilateral, NGO and LCF etc.) to reach the target groups.
– Have the roles of the MFA, the Pristina office and the Technical Assistance used in
the implementation of the activities been clear?
– What are strengths/weaknesses of the overall aid management and coordination
mechanism affecting the Finnish support?
5.4. Sustainability
– What steps have been taken or are planned to create sustainable processes, structures,
and institutions for further development?
– To what extent have the crosscutting issues been addressed in the design and
implementation of activities?
– To what extent has the client involvement and the influence of local authorities/
other stakeholders and beneficiaries been taken into account?
– What role does capacity building play in the sustainability of the activities? Has the
Finnish assistance led to institution building or strengthened capacity of staff in the
institutions?
– What factors have affected sustainability in areas chosen for targets of the assistance?
What factors have enhanced or limited the sustainability in general? How might
these issues be better addressed in the future?
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– Has there been any comprehensive risk assessment with regard to the sustainability
of the entire development aid portfolio of Finland? How does the risk assessment
and management feature in the preparatory thinking of the new support programme?
5.5. Impact
– Has particular attention been paid to the impact of the activities? Have indicators
been developed for measuring it in a meaningful way to enable the follow-up of
longer-term impact after the completion of the development interventions? Have
specific exit strategies been prepared for interventions? At what stage? Examples on
how development benefits may continue to flow to specific beneficiary groups after
the closure of the activities?
– Are there any unintended consequences, negative or positive, short or longer- term,
from the assistance activities?
5.6. Coherence
– The development strategies have evolved over years both in Finland and in Kosovo.
How has this fact affected the coherence in actions?
– Assess coherence in policy and programme objectives and strategies employed between
Finland and the Kosovo Government and between the Finland and other relevant
actors. Attention should also be paid to how coherence and coordination have
functioned among the various Finnish interventions.
5.7. Coordination
– Assess coordination between development actors. How much time is allocated to
this? Is it efficient? Which coordination mechanisms are in place and how have they
been used? Who has/had the leading role in donor coordination?
5.8. Compliance
– Analyse whether the assistance is well in line with the objectives of EU, UN Resolution
1244, the Finnish overall policy and the policy outlines for assistance to the Western
Balkan, the MDGs and the Finnish political and civilian crisis management strategy
and approach.
6. Methodology
The evaluation will be conducted in three phases:
1. During the first phase the team will analyse the political, economic and social context
in Kosovo.
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2. The second phase will include the mapping of the assistance programme of Finland,
including a risk analysis of the factors affecting assistance, esp. in the type and mode of
assistance provided by Finland. The team shall study the archived materials in the
MFA and with the implementing partners (consultants and organisations), including
documentation in general, such as reviews, mid-term reviews, evaluations and the
documents of steering and supervisory committees. The thorough study of background
material is needed to be well prepared for the interviews during this phase and the indepth study of the whole programme according to the above evaluation questions. The
team shall also compare the approach adopted by Finland with that of some of the
principal donors (multilateral and bilateral), which are of interest from the point of
view of the Finnish assistance and assess whether the approaches are essentially different,
and how this contributes or hampers to the achievements and attainment of set goals.
Based on the above analysis the team shall propose a selection of assistance modes/
sectors for an in-depth analysis in view of their possible importance to the planning
and implementation of the future aid programme.
3. The evaluation team must pay a two-week visit to Kosovo in order to deepen its
understanding and to verify and analyse various aspects to the aid programme of Finland,
and to interview stakeholders and beneficiaries to the extent possible.
As the purpose of the evaluation is twofold, the evaluators must keep the future strategic
outlines for Finnish assistance to Kosovo in mind throughout the evaluation process
and include in the draft final and final report also the conclusions and recommendations
concerning the future Finnish support.
The evaluation team can use all available modern technologies and evaluation methods
to carry out its work. Innovative methods and flexibility are allowed if there are, for
example, difficulties in the gathering of data. A Comparative approach is recommended
when assessing changes over time. A programme theory approach could also be tested
by assessing programme objectives and the assumptions they are based on. In general,
the team is expected to use its expertise to identify possible missing aspects and gaps
that are important to be explored within the scope of the evaluation.
The evaluation is to be carried out in line with DAC Evaluation Quality Standards
(see: www.oecd.org) which implies due attention to triangulation, reliability, validity,
transparency and independence, as well as careful assessment of the reliability of
information sources and the definition of methods and approaches used.
7. Work Plan
The evaluation will take place in May-August 2008. The evaluation team must submit
a detailed work plan and timetable in their Inception Report in June 2008. By the end
of the field visit the team must organise a stakeholder seminar in order to get immediate
feedback on their findings and observations.
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At least the preliminary strategic findings, observations and conclusions should be
available in the end of June 2008 and the draft final report by the end of July 2008,
subject to a seminar to allow a dialogue on the results of the evaluation. The timing of
the written comments on the draft final report will be submitted around mid August.
The final report should be available by the end of August 2008 to get the full value
added from the evaluation results and allow further elaboration and sharpening of the
approach to the future assistance. The information generated by the evaluation will
serve as an input in detailed planning and design of the next phase.
8. Budget
The budget for carrying out the evaluation is maximum €120 000, which cannot be
exceeded.
9. Expertise required
The core evaluation team can consist of two experts who must have the following
qualifications:
The team leader must have:
– proven experience in managing and leading complex evaluations, as well as good
knowledge and experience in evaluation methodology, principles and standards in
the context of international development
– experience of assistance in post-conflict countries, especially on reconstruction and
the role of peace-building, good governance, capacity building and crosscutting
issues
The team as a whole must have advanced competence in social sciences and experience
in carrying out similar evaluations/reviews/research. Good knowledge of assistance to
post conflict countries is compulsory. Knowledge of and experience in Kosovo/Western
Balkan region is essential, including understanding of the international political context
in which the Finnish assistance has been and shall be conducted.
10. Reporting
The Evaluation Guidelines: Between past and future, 2007, of the Department for
Development Policy, MFA shall be used intensively to structure the evaluation process
and the various reports, including the inception report and the final report.
The guidelines can be accessed at
http://formin.finland.fi/public/default.aspx?nodeid=15454&contentlan=2&culture=en-US
and hard copies can be requested from KEO-08@formin.fi
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The reporting of the evaluation process shall take place in three stages:
– The Inception Report provides an interpretation of the assignment and a complete
description of the evaluation as process, including detailed description of the
methodology, sampling strategies, analytical approach etc.
– The Draft Final Report includes the key findings, preliminary conclusions and
recommendations and is subject to discussions with key stakeholders within the
Ministry. It also includes major features of the methodologies used.
– The Final Report shall be a well defined, concise and analytical report with clear
sections on methods, approaches and results/findings and recommendations. The
conclusions and recommendations are evidence-based and formulated so that they
easily lend themselves to readers and to management decisions.
As customary, the Final Report shall include a table-format summary of major findings,
conclusions and recommendations for easy reference.
The Final Report must include short, informative and concise abstracts with max. 250
words in Finnish and English, and if possible, also in Swedish. The Final Report shall
also include Finnish and English summaries, which do not exceed three pages.
The Ministry will provide written instructions to be followed in the layout and design
of the evaluation report so that it is ready to print at the time of submission to the
Ministry by the evaluation team. The report must be written in English language and
preferably checked by a native speaker, and it must be carefully proof-red by the
evaluation team. A copy of an already published recent (2007) evaluation report may
be used as a reference.
As a quality assurance measure the evaluation report shall be critically viewed against
the EU Quality Criteria of the Evaluation Report by the consultant. The consultant
shall fill in the form relevant to these criteria (see: http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/
evaluation/methodology/guidelines/gui_qal_flr_en.htm).
The total number of pages in the Final Report should not exceed 50. Separate annexes
can be used to elucidate different projects or interventions if need be.
The Team Leader is responsible to keep the Evaluation Unit of the Ministry informed
of the progress of the work, especially if any problems arise which may jeopardise the
assignment and the time table. The Team Leader is also responsible for the final product,
the Final Report, of the evaluation.
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11. Mandate
The team is entitled to conduct discussions with any pertinent persons and institutions
but are not authorized to make any commitments or statements on behalf of the
Government of Finland.

Helsinki 17.3.2008

Aira Päivöke
Director
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